Words for Alaska Comprehensive

Alaska: North to the future, but in God you have a hope-filled future.

8-14-03
Dutch Sheets: You have a destiny that has been prophesied from the very beginning.
Alpha and Omega, beginning and end, has a purpose for you. He’s about to connect,
Somehow you’re a connecting point. Somehow this state has something to do with
God’s destiny for a nation. In fact, let me just say it this way:
Prophecy: You are an entry point into America for the Ancient of Days. Alaska is a
gateway into America for the ancient of days, the eternal one. Now, I don’t fully
understand that, but that’s what he said to me. Alaska is a gateway for the Ancient of
Days to have access into America.
In fact, there are some things that God wants to do in America he cannot do them until
he snaps Alaska fully into what he decreed for you a long time ago. But that’s OK. We’re
not intimidated by that, He’s just going to snap us in. We’re just going to get there
because he said we’re going to get there; and we have come to a fullness of time that
has now caught up to one of these decreed new beginnings.
You are about to see a re-aligning that takes place in the heavenly realm over this state
that is going to be as dramatic as anything you have ever seen in your life. You are about
to see some things that have been out of alignment that are going to be snapped into
place very quickly. You are going to see the heavens…The heavens are going to begin to
shake because that which he spoke is coming to it’s fullness, and he’s about to do that
new thing: snapping you in. And when he snaps in; it’s just like at the cross: the earth
shook, the rocks broke and the earth opened up. Let me tell you, when he starts
snapping things in at level he’s about to snap them into place here, you’re going to see
some things happen that are very, very heavy duty, supernatural. I’m telling you, the
heavens are about to quake over the state of Alaska.
I want to prophesy, that it’s going to take on form and shape that is unlike what you’ve
ever seen before. He’s just going to fix things that haven’t been fixable in the past. He’s

going to realign some things. He’s going to take care of a lot of things in the church when
he does this. I mean, you’re going to see some of the religious strongholds that have
entrenched themselves in the Body of Christ here. He’s just going to snap them in a day
and break them loose, because, we have come to the fullness of time where he can
finally fix these things.
I’m going to tell you right now, he’s going to deal with the religious structures. Well, you
know what, when he does it for those that don’t resist it, it’s going to feel so good! It’s
going to feel like a holy chiropractic adjustment. And you’re going to say, “Whoa!, Whoa!
You know, and Blam!” And all of a sudden, you’re going to get up and say, “Man O Man,
Wow!, but it sure feels better!”
The Ancient of Days, the Alpha and Omega is coming to connect things properly. And
when he does, life flows through it.
I see a brand new release of the prophetic coming. I see that this state has been
prophetic. In fact, this is a forerunner state in many ways. But I see that what he is about
to do to in this state to bring you into your prophetic fullness, is just that: It’s bringing
you into your prophetic fullness.
You go from glory to glory, and so I see that what he’s about to do in prophetic
intercession, prophetic ministry, prophetic declaration, prophetic insight with words of
knowledge, even the workings of miracles, words of knowledge, words of wisdom, all of
these things are about to go to such an incredible level in this state that it is just going to
feel like you weren’t even prophetic at all before, when in reality, you were pretty
prophetic!! Because another level of fullness is coming. The Ancient of Days, he’s, he’s,
you know, he’s just here!
Now this is what I see. I see an Arc in the spirit right now. I see from Alaska, here to the
mainland US, (whatever you call it…the lower whatever it is! You know what I meant!) I
see this in the spirit.
I see this “whooshhh” ; arc, and whatever happens here, its just like, the Lord says, when
it happens here, then it’s just going to go “whooommm” right on down to the Lower 48.
Now, you better get there! Because what that tells me is for us to get everything we
need down there, you gotta get it first here. You’re a “first fruits” state.

You are a first fruits state. You must let the Alpha and Omega, the one who takes that
which he spoke of along time ago, the first and the last, and brings them together; This is
the place where he brings it together. And ancient of days comes in and does his ancient
of days thing; and releases it for the rest of us.
So I see this happening here, and this arcing effect, right down to the lower 48, and then
what he does here is going to be released down there.
Signs and wonders, signs and wonders. The Lord says, “signs and wonders are about to
break forth. I see ‘em. I just see ‘em so clearly! With this prophetic mantle there is
coming a new release of signs, wonders, and miracles! It is a fullness that the Lord has
declared from of old, and he is about to snap it in! He says, I’m going to begin to work
miracles; signs, wonders, miracles.
I see another level of intercession coming. This is so much stronger that it’s going to feel
new. It is a level of prophetic intercession that is going to go to another complete level in
this state. An ability to discern. An ability to…the Lord says, you will not any longer have
to wonder what the stronghold is. You will see it and identify it clearly and easily. I will
show you what it is. I will show you clearly what it is. I will open the gates and allow you
to see. And you will see things restored to the way they are supposed to be, and the
gates will be realigned, and what was an access point for evil, the Lord says, will become
an access or entry point for good. Because I am going to shift or realign them and I will
do it as you declare for me that which I show you and that which used to take so long,
and you had to labor so long, will happen so quickly and easily because of this prophetic
anointing that I am bringing. Because you will see so clearly what needs to happen, and I
will use you as my instruments of alignment and realignment. And I will do the new
thing, says the Lord; but I will do the new thing through you!
Lord, we call forth onto this state of Alaska, a new prophetic mantle to see in the spirit,
the strongholds of the enemy, on a personal level, on corporate levels. And Lord, access
of that which is coming into America, and that which, Lord, the enemy would try to bring
and work his works in the United States of America. I see that, Lord, from here, you are
going to launch long range missiles into the Lower 48, and after they have done it here,
there’re going to shoot ‘em down to the rest of us. And they are going to break
strongholds in Washington DC, and in Miami, Florida, and New Orleans, and down into
Texas, and California, because you allow me to snap it in here. You have snapped them in
there, the Lord says.

And so, Lord, we embrace that prophetic mantle of intercession to go to a new level of
fullness. Snap it in! We say, prophetic mantle, “Come!”
The Lord is going to allow all who will embrace it to go to a new prophetic anointing in
the preaching and teaching of his word.
And the Lord says, I am going to release a spirit of revelation that is unparalleled in
anything you have known in the past, because I will begin to unfold to you revelation by
my spirit as you move through scriptures, and as you meditate and study my word, I am
going to show you things that I have hidden for this day, the Lord says. And as I reveal it
too you, there is coming a deluge of revelation.
And then the Lord says that new release of revelation is going to release a new level of
authority. And you are going to find a new mix of revelation and authority. You are going
to understand it more and you are going to apply it with more authority, the Lord says.
And I’m going to begin to increase dreams and visions, and insights. You’re going to
begin to see things by revelation. You’re going to wake up in the morning understanding
how to do things that have puzzled you for a long time.
I’m going to pour out to you in the night seasons a spirit of revelation. And you will
awaken having had dreams and visions, and you will understand these mysteries and
things that have held you back. I will unfold to you the answer in a moment of time, the
Lord says. For a spirit of revelation is about to be snapped in to you.
The Lord says he’s just going to connect some of you with that spirit realm that you’ve
struggled for so long, and you haven’t been able to move into that place. You just move
in and out of the spirit, and you operate in your own soul and your own intellect, and
then you go into the spirit and right back out of the spirit and into the soul and intellect.
And he says, I’m going to show you how to listen and hear clearly by the spirit, and that
which you begin in the spirit you’ll be able to finish in the spirit.
The war anointing that is on this state is a unique war anointing, because it is not rooted
in a fleshly or soulish or energetic sort of loud, raucous spirit. It is rooted in a very quiet,
confident assurance, a confident ability to stand and say to the enemy, “no, you’re not
going to do this.” And there is such a faith, and such a confidence, the Lord says, that is
here; but that is going to go to another level, that you’re not going to find yourself
screaming and have to go into this sort of horrendous sort of working it up and working

it up and working it up. You’re just going to stand and by the word of the Lord, you’re
going to say, “No! I forbid this to take place! I break this over here! I release this! I
release that!” And you will make your stand with a very firm, quiet confidence, the Lord
says. And I’m going to take the warring ability to another level in this state. And I will
take you into places in spiritual warfare that you have not gone into; and I will make
them easy for you, the Lord says. You will not have to strive, but I will make it something
that is very easy because it is born of revelation; and born of faith, and you will simply
stand and resist.
Then there’s another level of prosperity that I’m going to bring. And I’m going to break
another level of the spirit of poverty off of many in this state. And you’re going to see
that I’m releasing another phase of fullness of bringing you into your inheritance as a
people, the Lord says. I’m going to release a new level of abundance and fullness of
blessing, and snap you into that which I destined for you long ago.
I hear the Lord say, “Souls are coming quickly.” It’s where the breakthroughs that are
coming in the realm of the spirit, as all this comes into alignment, and begins to be
snapped into place, this level of fullness will result in a multiplying of harvest. And there
are going to be tens of thousands of souls born again in the coming, very near season.
(Chuck’s voice: 100,000.)
Dutch: So, Lord, we call 100,000 souls into your kingdom in Alaska. In this next short
season. We say 100,000 from the north, south, east, and west, all from this region, Lord.
from the very far reaches we call forth “Harvest!” We call forth “salvation!” We say,
salvation belongs to the Lord! your arm is not short that you cannot save. So we say, a
part of the fullness that is coming and the warfare that’s coming, and the revelation
that’s coming, and the abundance that’s coming is all going to translate into many, many,
many souls. Bondages are going to be broken, strongholds are going to be broken. There
is a spirit of revelation that is going to burst forth, not just over individuals; but the Lord
says, the region is going to have the veil lifted off of it in many ways, and a people who
set in darkness are about to see a great light! And by the tens, and then by the
hundreds, and the thousands, you will see them begin to come to thee, because the
revelation of my spirit is going to break forth on them with great light.
So Lord, we call forth light across Alaska. We call forth abundance. We call forth the
spirit of revelation, the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ. We say, century old

strongholds are crumbling. Strongholds of false religion, idolatry, they are crumbling.
Bondages of the flesh: alcoholism, other things that would torment. We say, that
stronghold is coming down in the name of the Lord Jesus. I bind it in the name of the
Lord and break it off. And I command deliverance into this state in the name of Jesus! I
call them in from the north, south, east, and west. We call the young and the old. We say
that the young people in this state are about to come in to a mighty outpouring of the
spirit of God. There is a wind of God coming. I say to you that the universities, the
college and universities in this region…there is coming an outpouring, a moving of the
spirit of God. We speak it over the high schools, the grade schools, junior high schools,
nurseries, day cares. We say, there is a wind of God coming to this region.
I hear the Lord say, “It is a day of great extreme. It is a day of great grace. It is a day of
great judgment. Those who will respond to my grace will find great grace. Those who
respond and open their heart to Me, I will shower them with mercy and with grace. But
those that resist me are going to come into a season of judgment that is going to be
much firmer and much stronger. There will be two extremes. There will be great grace
and yet there will be great judgment. I am about to descend with such a force of my
spirit that will begin to break through strongholds that are not so much demonic, but
they are human beings. They are the souls of men that have set themselves against me
in one way or the other. They are humanistic mindsets and philosophies. I am about to
descend upon all them with a wrath and a fury, because I am going to move them out of
my way, because I will have the harvest that I speak of! And yet those who turn, and
those who hear my voice, and those who fall upon the Rock, I will give them great
mercy, and they will be transformed in a day. And others will be removed in a day” the
Lord says. It is a day to cry out for the mercy and the grace of God. But it is also a day to
ask for the justice of almighty God to be done in the earth.
I hear one more word of warning where that is concerned, and it is simply this:
The Lord says, “I am coming to the church! And I am going to realign, and snap things
into place in the church. And those who do resist me and have resisted me, I am going to
begin to do a major work of realigning. And you will see those who have had favor lose
favor, and it will happen very quickly, because they have resisted my dealings, and they
have stood in the way of what I am saying.
But you will also see those who have allowed the breaking to come. They have allowed
the spirit to come and deal with their heart. And you will see them moved into great

positions of favor and anointing, and it will seem as though it happened in a day, but
really, it has been a part of my process as I have brought them to this point.” And so
there will be a great realigning that takes place in the church. And the Lord says, “It is
coming very quickly. Do not worry and do not fret when you see it happening. Some of
the shakings that you will see occur, do not allow yourself to be alarmed. It is of me,
because I am realigning, and I am shaking these things. And I am repositioning. And I am
giving favor to those who have allowed my spirit to deal with them. And I will be
removing others.” the Lord says.

12-4-11
Keith: Alaska beware and Alaska listen because I am coming with a voice of destiny but
with a voice of thunder. In the thunder there will be a shaking that causes many lines to
break. In the breaking of the lines there will be a release that many think is detrimental
but look and look again because it will be advantageous to what I’m doing in this corner
of this earth. You’ve heard Me say that My glory comes from the north so get ready
because I am fixing to shake and thunder that northern corner. Yes, you will see a
release of oil but you will see a release of My glory in a new supernatural way in My holy
name.
Chuck: Last night I would get up about every two hours then go back to sleep. I had
many vivid dreams. In one of the dreams Susan Stanfield called and said, “I just need to
tell you that Alaska just had a 30.0 earthquake.” In my dream I started saying, “I wonder
what is left? I wonder what it looks like? I wonder how God put it back together?” Then
I awakened. This word to Alaska is from the Lord. Through the night God was saying,
“Alaska, there is a shaking coming that will release supply that has not been released.”
Father, we say, “Sorrow will leave off of the Alaska coast and supply lines will open up in
a new way.” We loose this anointing into Alaska in Jesus name.

12-29-12
Cindy Jacobs: The Lord says Alaska is going to experience a historic moving of the Holy
Spirit. I’m getting ready to breath upon that state; the glory of God is coming to visit.
God says Juno is getting ready to leap with the glory of God. Juno is one be one that

experiences a move of God then it’s gonna jump to Skagway says God. God says
Skagway is gonna be visited, the Lord says I’m gonna visit even way in the Northern in
the north. God says it’s gonna jump over to the Northern Territories. God says get ready
because this is gonna be your best time, double portion miracles, double portion
Kingdom, double flash of Glory.
Chuck Pierce: And the Lord says you’ll go one way toward Canada you’ll go another way
toward Russia. Get ready for the sound that I have in the land of Alaska will explode and
create a new day in Russia.

2-9-13
Chuck Pierce to Alaska: Extend your hands to the Alaska group. For the Lord says to you,
“You’re not going back looking for a place. You’re not going back to look for place for an
Apostolic Center. You’re going back and you’re going to define 18 Key Freedom Outpost
and then you’re going to establish and Apostolic Center.” So Father I say she (Mary
Glazier) will be anointed to surround that State so no infirmity can come in and weaken
America and then she will establish and be aligned and bring into alignment the
Apostolic Center that You are longing to raise up this hour. We send her forth to take a
state and to save a nation.

9-7-13
Chuck Pierce: You’ll hear of shaking from North to West! You’ll hear that I have come
from Alaska to Maine to shake but it will be the Center of this Nation that I now shake
saith the Lord. And I will cause that which has been hidden and controlling the forces of
this land to shake down!

3-12-14
Mary Glazier: And I see an awakening taking place all across Alaska and I’m seeing an
awakening beginning to take place in other places outside the US.

4-17-14
Chuck Pierce: Now Father we decree now that a surprise Move of God will hit both
Alaska and Hawaii this year and the Spirit of God will go all the way into Asia in a new
way in Jesus Name.

9-17-16, Liberty Park, NJ
Chuck Pierce: I say to you this will be a season of Divine Return and in the midst of this
Divine Return, you will find the portal where I came down in your territory. You will find
key places where I have visited, and there I will visit again. I say to you this is the
beginning of the shaking of America for there is a Glory residence in her, resident within
her that now I am going to shake loose. I say I will shake from Maine to Alaska. I will
shake the Midwest like it has never been shook before. I will find the place in each state,
that aligns, that makes up this land, and I will start shaking and causing the threads of
iniquity that have woven a wrong garment and covering in that state to be unwoven and
fall to the ground, says the Lord. This is a Divine Return of My people and the governors
of the states will begin to say we must return to the Lord.

3-1-15
Chuck Pierce: The Lord would say I’m going to be moving along the West Coast I’m
gonna be coming down and the waters will begin to churn. I’m gonna churn in Alaska,
Hawaii, Washington, Oregon and California. I say there’s a Move that I’m funneling in
even the resources are going to be restructured along the West Coast. And then I say all
of those that receive the Next Move of the Oil of My Anointing I say I’m going to send
that Move, it’s gonna come it’s gonna be moving underground through Nevada, through
Arizona, through Mexico. And I say there will be an explosion here in the center that
causes that Move of God to unfreeze the East Coast saith the Lord.

5-28-16
Chuck Pierce: There are new wells bubbling up this season that will start coming to the
surface now. Prepare yourself, get in place, create your storehouse, align with the place
God tells you to align and I will start pouring through you so you can pour into it.
It is time for the pipeline network to get realigned, reconnected and under new
supervision and all the kinks in it to come off of it.
You will find new oil supplies, new oil resources and when that happens, you’re going to
have an earthquake as a sign of the whole state shaking. Those who withstand the
shaking will be in control of the supply lines.
Get ready. You are the glory state. That with is beneath you is not going to be
corrupted, misused or withheld. It will come in and start funneling where it needs to go.
I will raise up advocates that can stand with you to make sure it gets to where it needs to
get.
First Nations people have things in their bone marrow that God will blow on. It will come
alive and you will prophesy. The word of God linked with this land will now start coming
forth and their voice will be heard throughout this entire nation. They will be requested
of from around the world to communicate.

2-25-17
Eleanor Roehl: I want to prophesy into that and say; that as an Alaskan Native, a
representative and ambassador of the 1st Nations people I say; that we are bringing truck
loads and truck loads of gold and Glory and the weighty Presence of the Lord into Global
Spheres and into the atmosphere now. I say; that even miracles are being loosed even
as they are being loosed from Alaska. I say; that miracles are gonna be loosed in this
House into Global Spheres and into the atmosphere. I say; grab your miracle today.
Grab your healing today. Grab your deliverance today, come out and step into the New
Glory of the Lord today and manifest His Presence in a new way today in Jesus’ Name.

9-1-17
Chuck Pierce: I think the principality that is still looming over you is still linked with
Russia. And it’s the very thing America is dealing with right now. And some way or
another you have an authority to unseat it.

11-5-17
Keith Pierce: Awaken Alaska so the oil can run again!
7-14-18
Chuck Pierce: Robert and I saw something; they're gonna come from Russia right and
left; they're gonna start coming in here. Russia over the next 3 years is going to get
more and more intense. Alaska; get ready! It's going to be Key you don't have to know
where you are connected with Storehouses. That doesn't just include in Alaska; that
includes in other places.

12-1-18
Chuck Pierce: Lord; we pray for those in Alaska! Now that the Road System has been in
turmoil; we say; now show us the level path into New Fields. Show us the access of
resources that have been hidden; Father; we decree this right now in the Name of Jesus.
Lord; this is the beginning of an Era of New Kingdom Access.

I just heard the Lord say; within 8 months I’m gonna start uncovering Hidden Treasures,
Hidden Wealth from the North Land; that there will cause such a tumultuous war and a
re-alignment of Russia and America in a New Way.

The Lord says; I shook Alaska so I could shake 2 Nations! The Lord said; it wasn’t just
about Alaska it was about 2 Nations that I AM about to turn upside-down!

Keith Pierce: And the Lord would even the House of Joseph will be defined in this area.
And the Treasures of the Ancient Hills will be discovered but there will be a New Vine
that grows and this will be a fruitful vine that goes over the wall between Nation and
Nation and Continent and Continent. So; get ready to look and look again and even look
at beyond that what is the shaken uncovered this day.

Chuck Pierce: Right now; we even say the shaking in the people in Alaska there’s a
Supernatural settling going on in their spirit man right now.

Mike and Cindy Jacobs

GOZ

9/11/21

The Lord said to go ask one of your first nations friends about the salmon harvest in
Alaska this year.
I had a sense that this year had been a particularly abundant harvest for the first nations
people.
But I had no knowledge of that so I went ..
I was led to ask Eleanor Roehl, a first Nations leader in Alaska about the salmon harvest
She said it was AMAZING, and in fact they were getting so much salmon they were giving
salmon away to somebody in areas.

I asked her for a word in the first nations vocabulary that speaks of a time of super
abundant harvest . She said yes there is…
She said you would not be able to pronounce it.
It is “Neq’rugaat”…. (.. it sounds like Nuckcopiak)

But the Lord began to speak to me, as the Holy Spirit fell on us.
The Lord would say that you’re going to find that this year for you is a year of super
abundant harvest. This is going to be your Neq’rugaat year . and the reason I did it first
with the first nations people is because they are the first nations people.
And I did it in Alaska which is in the North, but the super abundance is going to begin to
flow from Alaska all the way thru Canada, thru the United States of America thru
Mexico. Central and south America. I am telling you this is your Neq’rugaat year .. this is
your Neq’rugaat.. and He honored the first nations first, but it is not going to stop there.
It is going to begin to roll to the south. So, expect to see the harvest in our nations, begin
to be super abundant.
God is saying, I in agriculture or whatever, that whatever you set your hand to, this will
be a Neq'rugaat year for you.

I looked up on line and it was about Bristol Bay harvest
It said Bristol Bay , the Bristol bay blows salmon record out of the water. You have seen
times of prosperity in the past. But what is going to happen to you in the coming season
is going to blow out of the water, everything you have seen in the past.

As of July 22nd, more than 64million sockeye had returned to Bristol bay this year making
it the largest sockeye run since record keeping began in 1893.
What is getting ready to happen is going to break every record in your life , every record
in your parent’s life , it’s going to break every record from your grandparent’s life even
back generations.
And one of the things that you will see happen is in this coming season you will reach
back into history and pull back into the present the things enemy has stolen from you ,

stole from your parents, stole from your grandparents. He is going to bring it back into
the present. And you are going to taste the benefit of it. AMEN.

Chuck Pierce

GOZ Starting the Year off Right

9/12/21

Over the Alaska team at Starting the Year off right conference.

The Lord says Alaska is going to have a fire as sign,
and then what’s going to happen,
it’s going to have an explosion as a sign,
and then it’s going to have a trembling as a sign.
And then it will have an outpouring like never before..

I send you back for the outpouring.
I say right now the outpouring is on its way.

Pointing at Mary GlazierI have reserved you for a time this, because they are going to need wisdom in the out
pouring..

Get ready, an outpouring is in process.

Teresa Moss- word of tongue.

Chuck Pierce
For I say you have quenched your shout and you have quenched your sword
I say now I am restoring your shout
and I am restoring your sword.
Get ready for your mouth will go to war now in a new way.
And your hands will prosper in a new way.
but it is for my harvest saithe the Lord .
get ready you are coming in and stepping in to the day ahead..

1-1-22
Mike Jacobs: … gave new mantle for the generation of young adults coming. “I’m born
to roar.” … Review of harvest in Alaska from last time…. I will manifest my rule in the
rural areas… in farming, ranching and other areas. Record breaking salmon harvest last
year, and more expected this year. Also this year - minerals… Eleanor decrees the
pebble mine and other resources get opened up in Alaska and the rest of the nation. …
Huge cotton crop this year. We must have believers who know how to release the peace
of God against the storm of the enemy… Roar: unlock! Identify what needs to be
unlocked and say “unlock” until it opens. To see the fulfillment of the word, you must
take a stand. … God is releasing not only the promise of the harvest, he is releasing the
word that will cause the harvest to be released in your life this season.

1-1-22
Venner Alsten

One of the greatest things that every happened to start the restoration of America was
when Alaska and Hawaii were brought in. That was saying you are not going to be
complete unless you start including the First Peoples that you rejected when you came
on the mainland. So we honor those from the last so we can become and enter in to the
order of the First. Let’s thank God for Alaska and Hawaii.

Chuck Pierce

KAN- AAA Conference March 12th, 2021 ( am session video)

We have gotten better focused and clearer to what we are attempting to accomplish,
that is why this meeting in Alaska is so important, as you proceed forward.

The Triple Crown Conference could not be a better title for this.
This is a key moment.

I want to go back before I leave you with the message, and go over how God showed me
what He showed me.
It was in 2008 , at Liberty park in New Jersey, we were going to invite the Glory back thru
the gates in 2008, and the Lord , when we started the meeting, we were in the train
station where the people would gather and they would get on the train at Ellis Island,
after they signed in the immigrants that made up much of our nation and the east coast,
and then they would go thru this train station in Jersey city. The train station now is a
place, historical place, so we rented this train station, I was to be the guest speaker
there, with about 2500 people. and all the sudden the Lord caught me up.
He showed me my own blood line first, how it had entered the nation. He showed me
the glory in my bloodline. And then He showed me the iniquitous structures that had
entered my blood line. And then He showed me and caught me into the future, twelve
years.
And He showed me the future, and the next thing He showed me was every state.
America , USA from state to state to state.

He showed me where Glory had entered, He showed me the iniquities of the states. But
He showed me, it looked like a Glory river of fire in every state. He showed me that was
going to be the move of God after 12 years, we would enter in to a new move of God,
we would begin to operate and we would begin to move forward in this new move of
God.
So, we are in a new move of God. And in that we are in a new race, let’s use your
analogy ,that you are using there (Alaska),
He then showed me these castles down in the earth filled with fire. This Glory river, if
there was a castle in the state, because not every castle had these glory realms in the
state, I now know those are Apostolic centers.
Robert Hiedler and I have written 2 books on them. I have watch Apostolic centers form,
from state to state for those states that are moving forward, I have still seen some states
that do not have the right apostolic structure for change in America.

However, He showed me each state and then he showed me after and when this Glory
river would connect with those apostolic centers there was like a penetration of Glory,
and people would come out totally transformed. They would go in one way, be
transformed and come out and carry the Glory, all over. He then showed me the
iniquities in each state that they would war with. That brings me to these 3 states.
Let me show you the three states that we are looking at.

First state God showed me was Alabama – in this state Alabama had a glory dimension
that came out of it. The was the first state of awakening, it had this Glory dimension, it
covered the state and then it went out to the nation

Second Arizona- had a glory explosion in it, it was like glory tornadoes coming from the
outside and then there was an explosion that occurred of Glory that covered Arizona.

Of course, there is always the throne of iniquity, that the only way they will fall, is for a
new dimension of glory worship to come thru Judah in a state

Then there of course is Alaska, Alaska had key places, it was vast, it had a new horizon
forming on it. If you remember, it was called the beginning and the end of the nation.

So that brings me to where we are, with you.
All three of you I believe now, when you align and say, here is how we will move as a
triangle across this nation.
I believe the new beginning of the Glory highways will form thru out our nation.
It is so key what you are doing.

And Alaska I say let the beginning occur.
I have watched you transform thru these years, let the beginning occur.
Don’t forget Russian would like to come thru and stop your movement , but God will
form that Glory highway thru you , it will l connect with Arizona.
I see a movement of Jewish people, I see a movement all the way back to Israel, with
these three states aligning.

Get ready, you are coming into the alignment necessary to open up the Glory highway
for this nation in a new way.

I have included a message behind this that will help you understand the times, help you
better approach the state, and now your three-fold cord in a new way..

James Nesbit

KAN AAA Conference
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We were all formed in our mother’s womb to be in this room
The Father has sculpted and fashioned us.
He knew He put an overcomer inside each of us.
Father is maturing all of us.
He showed me what I was to do right now.

About three years ago the lord brought three ministries together and told us to walk as
one man, he said because I am dealing with three fold cord structures in the earth now
and if you will just begin to walk together when you walk into a region, it’s not even
what you say, it’s who you are and I will begin to disrupt those three-fold things in the
land.
So, we were obedient to do that, and our journey led us to here last year.
So last year, Eleanor was encountered on the side of red mountain with a word, as soon
as I landed, I started to see gears turning and I told Candy, I have never seen so clearly in
the lower 48 as I see here.
And so, as I began to see, I began to know what to do on the side of the mountain that
evening. So, we began to follow the Lord like we are doing now.
A man ,Troy ,who was there, after I got done , he said what you have done tonight is you
have created a planetary gear. He said he, work with power equipment.
The Lord did show me Alaska is a pipeline, Alpha on this pipeline, but that is not correct,
its Aleph. The first ,the strong , the ______. So, what is happening this weekend is an
opening of an Alaskan pipeline. It’s a pipeline of covenant love. Pipeline of Glory , it’s a
pipeline of justice.

3-fold cord , that Father has sent people, that He has ordained for a long time to be here
and walk here .
We began to turn those gears that day.

Planetary gearSun gear in the middle, planet gears around it. These gears when they turn together
there is power like you cannot imagine .

Planetary gears and their function in their new administration, the task of gears is to
transmit torques and change the speed of rotation or the torque between Holy Spirit
input and body output for His body has been formed in his image and is closely joined
together and constantly connected as one. And every member has been given divine gifts
to contribute to the growth of all, and as these gifts operate effectively throughout the
whole body we are built up and made perfect in love . in this new Era and administration,
it is necessary to increase kingdom torque so we have been given a revelatory upgrade.
And now , new dimensions of Ephesians 4:16 grace of the divine gifts being fittly joined
together and functioning as planetary gears are being employed, wheels within wheels.

Paul Keith and Amy, the sun gear, stand in middle…
connected to Alabama Arizona and Alaska in a unique way..
Carrying the love now, greater than ever before in your life.
Mary, Robert, Eleanor- your another planet/ gear for just this time.
White dove is a witness .
Kent and Beverly… Covenant love…
Jack and Debra and Lori lea.

Entry to mountain was Candy..
Vision was given to me by Troy.

Amy has a key. Lifting up the key of covenant love.
Unlocking the threefold cord of Alaska , Arizona and Alabama.
First unlocking, there will be more..

Everyone stand as witness of a covenant love. This sound has never been heard before.
When they turn the key, the wheel will turn.
Everyone sing in the spirit.

Positioning Alaska to hear the word of the Lord.

Paul Keith Davis
Remembering the 7 spirits before the throne
Wisdom and revelation , counsel and of might and of knowledge and the reverential fear
of the Lord and the center is the Elohim. From which all the oil flows.
Praying the Lord unlock the mystery of the 7fold spirit of God. That we would walk in a
new dimension of kingdom revelation. The son seated on His throne like a jasper stone
in appearance with a sea of glass before Him. 24 elders seated with crowns clothed in
white. As sounds and peals of thunder going forth .
That is our destiny, that is our home, that’s our calling.
Lord, Awaken this kingdom realm in us tonight. Unlock that door.

We hear a voice saying come up here.
Come up here and I will show you what will take place hereafter. One seated upon the
throne holding a 7 sealed book in his hand is asking the question , who is worthy? To
take the book and break the seal , John said, I found none worthy in heaven or in earth
or under the earth.
He began to weep bitterly, one of the elders said stop your weeping, the Lion of the
Tribe of Judah, He has prevailed. So as to overcome and take the book and break the
seals. John said I saw a lamb standing as if slain, having 7 horns and 7 eyes, which are
the 7 spirits of God . and they sang a new song.
This is our song today. Worthy is the Lamb, worthy is the Lamb to take the book and
break its seals. For you were slain and purchased for God, with your own blood, Men of
every nation, tribe and kingdom and thou has made them to be priest and kings before
our God and they shall rule on planet earth.
Lord I pray we can access that realm today and all the gears will flow together. The voice
will be as one. One voice and you will say to us Come up Here..That’s our call today.. in
Jesus Name.

Mary Glazier
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For there is a synergy of the ages that is coming to a place of fruition this morning. For I
have called you as witness, to join with the witnesses in heaven that word of Lord for
Alaska, that the word of the Lord for Alabama, the word of the Lord for Arizona , is
fulfilled today in your sight.
The Lord has watched his angels to accompany those who believe and this state is filled
with armies of the Most High God. And this unlocking of the pipeline will influence not
only the United States of America, but it will influence many nations who are also
pressing to unlock their destiny.
As you have fulfilled my word today.

Brad Snow
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TO Robert and Eleanor
I had this vision before I came here, and the Lord said.
Prophet, Apostle
and then I wanted to cross my hands, there was a patriarch that did that right.
The Lord said together together, its “pa”, that’s a father heart that God is forming and
growing in you for Alaska
And it also says Pa and I will magnify your voice and it will be heard , not only in Alaska
but around the nations as you know, this is nothing new.
There is a fresh anointing upon you for this coming season and the Lord said He gave
some apostle and some prophets and some Alaskans.
And I heard this conversation going on amongst the nation , that apparently some
Alaskans had crossed over from the time space continuum, and it was not holding them
back any longer.
And they were traveling in the spirit and there were some Alaskans that were not
restrained by finances. That they had unlimited finances.
And there was reports, and reports will come to you how the hand of God has swept
over a whole village and they have been saved. And they have been coming in, and it will
happen over and over . and the reports will come to you because you are the fathers of
your people. and not only your people. but my people.

Lord we thank you for this fresh wind that is sweeping over Alaska ..

Eleanor Roehl
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In 2007 I went into an open vision and I was actually flying thru this pipeline. And I felt
like I was going to die flying thru this pipeline.
And as I reached the other side of the pipeline, I was screaming.
Lord I cannot take this power , it’s too much for my flesh.
And He caused me to come out on the other side of the pipeline
And I found myself flying over Alaska , and I saw as I was flying over Alaska .
A natural gas pipeline that was going to be built
I flew over Alaska 3 times in the spirit.
And HE said, when you see the natural gas pipeline being built , He said My spiritual
pipeline will begin to be unlocked and it will go from the northern part of the region,
down to the Kenai peninsula area, and when you see this natural gas pipeline built there
will be a new
Spiritual pipeline that will flow from Alaska into the nation and the nations of the earth
and this morning the Lord had me to wear this necklace. And in the middle of Alaska on
this necklace is a pipeline.
And He said it had been unlocked in the spirit today…

Mary Glazier
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The Spirit of the Lord would say this is a new day and new hour, this is a dawning of a
new season, for it is time for you to arise, lay aside your slumber , lay aside your rest and
stand up into the presence of the Lord , begin to shout and declare. For I have called you
as warriors of the most High , and I am ready to ignite a new fire in your belly. For there
will be an eruption of Holy Ghost fire coming out of Alaska, there is an eruption of Holy
Ghost fire that will flood the United States of America and many of you will declare over
other nations.

Wake up , get ready, warriors, stand to your feet, let the sound of the King be sounded in
your belly once again with new Holy Ghost fire. Shout , dance declare and awaken in the
power of the Most High.

Kent Mattox
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I heard the Lord say, “I’m resetting the rhythms of people’s hearts”
There are people in this room and your heart has been out of rhythm, there is a
rhythmia , different heart issues in this moment that are being reset.
The scripture the lord gave me
Those that wait upon the Lord, this scripture Psalm 27,
I would have fainted unless I had believed that I would see the goodness of the Lord in
the land of the living. I would have lost heart unless I had believed ,
I hear and see physical hearts are being reset now and spiritual hearts are being made
stout now for this new season, new rhythm and a new grace for you shall taste and see
that the Lord is good and you will see the goodness of God in this land of the living, say
the Lord of Host.

Randy Basket
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I saw a new sunrise over the land of Alaska, and the Lord spoke to me and He said there
is a new dawn coming to this land.
And as I saw the sun rising up over the land, I saw new light coming from the earth ,
from the ground. And that new light is every one of us , new fragrance of God coming
upon each one of us that is bringing new life. And as I saw this newness coming upon the
land, I saw the animals , I saw the moose, I saw the caribou , I saw the bear coming back
on the land where it has not been for a while. Then I saw the streams full of fish and God
said this is my provision coming back to the land . but there is a new light, a new
fragrance coming to the land and a new light that is going to sprout up from the soil and

then that is us. Because there is a newness a freshness of God that is coming upon each
one of us and we are going to come with a new life. The Lord says there is a new dawn
coming over this land now.

Eleanor Roehl
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For is say to you that I’m releasing new marching orders from heaven on high, tonight
I’m releasing new marching orders. I say that I’m releasing angel armies of heaven on , to
the land of Alaska. I say that they are even cooperating to the sound of the drum. They
are cooperating to the sound of the drum. For is ay to you that this night, you will
receive new assignments from heaven , you will receive new assignments. For I have
appointed this day, for this gather for the 3 A states, not only for Alaska but I say for the
nation and the nations of the earth
For many angels are even peering out of the heavenly window, and they are waiting for
assignment. Even to be fulfilled.
So, I say heaven Father, release and loose, the angels on assignment this night to stir up
the waters of revival and transformation in the land
In Jesus Name.

Robert Roehl
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Trying to get our footing because the ground was rolling.
It’s like I saw Kent , it was like you stepped into it, it’s almost like a new movement
pattern that you started sensing on the ground.
I saw each one of us just start stepping into the roll and I heard the Lord saying, this is a
new day and a new season, but how you functioned before He says, he is causing us to
step in to a new place and a new realm. Whereby He is opening up the heavens and
pouring out a blessing in the land of Alaska, Alabama , Arizona, and it’s not contained to
our three states but I was hearing Him say, step into the roll of my wave, step into it and
see what I will do in this land and with you.

Mary Glazier
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I saw an earthquake, a massive earthquake. And I saw lady Susitna, our sleeping lady,
she is a volcano, I saw her erupting and fire coming out. And I pray the Father protect
our homes and families, but let us be filled with fire , full of the Holy Ghost and the fear
of God.
Not the fear of the natural, because God is shaking this land.
And there is three-fold cold that He is forging between Alaska , Alabama, and Arizona.
And I believe God is going to send to each one of your states the fire from Alaska. That is
going to bring an ignition to the deepest held desires of your heart., the door to the
supernatural is opening to you again Paul . that what you have sought for years, is
opening again, for God has brought you to this land to unlock something in your very
spirit that has been locked up and you have longed to see it break loose. But God is
going to break it loose.
For God is bringing together a three- fold cord that will not be easily broken and Alaska
will pray for you, for you have made a deposit, and Amy will you will not be left out , you
are a part of this also. You are going to find the fire of God touching you in a new way,
for the word of God in this land will rise up within your spirit as a powerful intercessor,
full of the prophetic unction of God, you have yet to see what God is going to do with
your life.
For God says He is going to call out of that dry land of Arizona , He is going to cause a
new fire and a new flow of Holy Ghost oil of God, for there is a golden oil , that is locked
up in Arizona that will yet pour out and that state will take a stand in the nation in a way
that will shake even the political arena and especially those that are hungry for the fire
of God. For the Lord says that He out of Alabama will come miracles, miracles miracles
for you called a state that is carrying miracles in your belly and you will be involved in the
miracles you have never seen before.
For what flows out of Alaska is going to impact Arizona and Alabama in a powerful way

Nd James your will know it , you paint prophetically, but God says get ready He is going
to open your eyes, you will see things, you have never seen before, you’re going to paint
in a way you have never painted before. And you’re going to be shocked at what God
shows you, and you will cry out How do I get this on paper, how do I get this on canvas,
because what you are seeing in your spirit is so beyond what you have never known it’s
going to break open something new inside of you.
And Ed you won’t miss out, God says there is a new anointing coming on you. I see Him
pouring fresh oil on your head , is see oil coming down like a funnel, right down in the
middle of your head all the way down to the middle and out, there is an oil of healing
inside of you. For God says He is pouring out healing and anointing on you and God says
the gifts of God are yours. God says they are yours, you can lay hold of them. There is a
losing coming to you. where you have been tight in areas, God is breaking it open and
you are going to be free. You will dance baby. You will dance, in Jesus Name.

Kent Mattox
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I don’t think we can ignore and minimize what Jesus maximized .
How can we major on the minors and minor on the majors ?

Releasing Justice in the Land. The angel of Justice from Alabama.

James Nesbit
Chuck Pierce released words when Alabama was moving forward..
Alabama will cause a glory movement throughout the nation.
This is the beginning of a new administration, it cannot be stopped.
A new move of God will invade this land. You have seen a territory of boundary being
secured. You have witnessed a new move of God and a double portion will now come on
Alabama.

I am seeing an express 16 wheeler truck with doors open, going thru Alabama, spilling
Glory, New time and new resources.

That is what happened when they were obedient when they went thru all 67 counties.
And the repentance they brought must have been satisfactory, for the Lord moved , and
loosed something in the earth. Not the fullness, but the wheel is turning.
And Alabama the justice state , which is that states grace. Has grace now to release
justice in other states.
That is what is turning here in a new administration.

First place Alabama sent to is Alaska.
Alaska has its own grace, this is a triple crown gathering.
Whether we know it or not, a crown of love that Alaska carries , crown of covenant love
Was placed on our heads, on our hands and on this state and on our nation.
Now is the time to place the second crown , of the triple crown on the land in the spirit
realm tonight .

Dec 14 1819 to establish justice , that state, Alabama was made to establish justice.

Enemy tries to sow corruption at the foundation of whatever it is, so you cannot come to
who you are supposed to be.

God sought a man, God had a plan. Company of people, opened the gate of justice.

The prophet said , I have seen the angel of justice opening the gate of justice in Alabama
has a trumpet in his hand as well as plumb line .
It has happened…it is not going to happen, it has happened.
You can say , a baby is going to come, baby going to come for 9 months. But once the
water has broken you cannot say the babies going to come, because the baby is here.
So, if you keep saying the baby is about to come, your language is out of order and out
of touch.
There are some things where the kingdom has come now and we are in a new era a new
age. So that is how come you’re worship has to shift, and your language has to shift.
Nov 13, 2020 God opened some justice. As witches were praying against President
trump. Witches don’t own Friday the 13th, God owns it.
Then went to pray in Wash DC. 21 days of prayer in Washington DC.
Took us back to pilgrims bending their knee and giving this land to Him .
HE said I am king of the covenant .

Prayer released, all tongues and all tribes coming to the fullness of glory that Father had
dreams for them.

Chief justice John Marshall, who shaped the supreme court into its present form.
(wipedia)
He was presiding over all natives moved west of the Mississippi .
Wrote the justice had not the states, to make law that apply to Indian tribes.
A snake entered the supreme court right then. And has been wrapped around it since.

1452 this pope Nickolas the 4th he wrote document of discovery .
This document this is what that chief justice founded his decision on.
He said invade , search out, capture and subdue all serisons and pagans and other
enemies of Christ . ….
To reduce their persons to perpetual slavery.
Supposed to be from the church

Vision .. great great great granddaughter of John Marshall.
Repent she did for what he did. And then she began to proclaim the glory of God.

Father is uncovering every injustice.
Brought us to the state of Alaska where 229 federally recognized tribes. So that that
trauma that the injustice has caused, where tribes have stumbled over that trauma time
and time again.
There has been a shift.
Alabama with a grace to release that justice with a whole other level.
Angels of justice to move tonight.

God is crowning
Billie Graham prophesied the Sleeping Giant sleeps no more.

Mary
By the blood and word of His covenant , I decree this sleeping giant will never sleep
again..

Robert
We do as first nations people bless this nation, we say we forgive the injustice. … thank
you for your mercy and grace being released,
Salvation and justice being released over the land of Alaska right now.

Eleanor
I declare and decree right now that the first nations come into your rightful place as
heirs of the Lord Jesus Christ.
I declare and decree you shall come into the fullness of your identity and your
inheritance and you shall come into an awakening of who you are in this land of Alaska.
In this land, in the nation of America and no longer shall you be separate , no longer
shall you be an orphan
Declare sons and daughters of the most High God, you stand up , you come alive . you
come into your destiny in Jesus Name.

James Nesbit.
Apostolic chiefs rising.

Mary
I speak to those chiefs in all those tribes, in Alaska and in the united states. You begin to
stand to your feet. Rise up and begin to take your place, position of authority, wield the
sword of the Holy Ghost and begin to decree a victory over injustice in the name of Jesus
Christ.
Rise up from victimization, rise up from bitterness, rise up from hatred, and
unforgiveness, and begin to declare the righteousness of the Lord Jesus Christ in this
land and in America

Eleanor
I say to you , you arise in your apostolic authority in your apostolic anointing. Every seed
that is hidden in the ground we say, wake up. Come alive, come alive, come alive.
Come alive, come alive, come alive , come alive, in Jesus Name

Robert
Proclaim restoration.
God you have created the first nations for a plan and a purpose, and Lord I thank you
that the first nations, apostolic chiefs will return to what you created us for, in the name
of Jesus.

Ilene Roehl
And I declare this day that every resource in this state, that belongs to this time and this
season, we say now the resources are being uncovered.
We say everything that has been sown into the kingdom that the resources of those
native corporations. We say come forth , we say that 100-fold increase is being released
right now in the name of Jesus.

James Nesbit
From Alaska, we stand for 575 tribes , when you get delivered you cannot hold on with
one hand to trauma and grab the crown with the other . you have to have both hands on
the crown of justice.

On behalf of all 575 tribes, this is where the injector goes tonight of mercy,
Mercy to let go of all trauma of the past, that that decree (1452) caused , so we can
totally grab the crown of justice . so that our children’s, children’s, children’s can do that
.

Mary Glazier
Father,
I feel the weight of the injustice that has caused such trauma that is generational and
you told me a long time ago, it would take a miracle to heal this.
Tonight, is the time for the miracle Father.
In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I break off that bondage of injustice, I break off that
bondage that presses down and oppress all 575 tribes.
I break off the bondage of victimization.
I break off the bondage of annihilation and assimilation
In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ
I break off the bondage of exploitation in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ.
And we lose Mercy, Mercy, Mercy to flow like a river
You said that the coin of the realm is mercy

Therefore, pour out the coin of the realm all over this land where there has been
destitution, I pray for mercy to flow, new life spring up and old roots to be cut out in the
name of the Lord Jesus Christ.
These tribes will flourish again, these people will flourish again. The warriors will stand
up again in the name of Jesus Christ. And heaven will hear a fresh war cry coming from
the heart of the first nations people who have been redeemed, who have found mercy ,
and are claiming their place at the Fathers table in the name of Jesus.

Robert
I break off the lie of poverty, off the lie of death and destruction. I break off the lies of
suicide off the first nations people, in Alaska and thru out the united states. I break off
oppression and depression. In the name of Jesus
I proclaim healing taking place even tonight throughout our nation and the nations of
the earth

Eleanor
You sent your word and healed them all.
In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ. I declare and decree, be made whole in Jesus name
to every tribe in Alaska , to the land of Alaska.
I speak to the land and I say be made whole and you come alive in a new way.
Every tribe to the north, the south the west and the east I say be made whole and no
long will you be standing aloof . I say that the kingdom Ekklesia is coming together as
one body
As one body, not just the natives, but every tribe tongue and nation. As one body of
Christ in Alaska, I say you be made whole. And receive your wholeness tonight.
Mind soul body and spirit, heaven and earth kissing tonight kissing tonight heaven and
earth kissing tonight and the land shall therefore yield its increase.

Kent
I prophesying the ekkesia in Alaska is arising and the gate to hades will not prevail
against it
In Jesus Name.

Torrey
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The spirit of intercession must increase..
There is a movement, an order, there is a window of time to activate .
I hear the Lord say, we are times and season people.
The sons of Issachar knew the times and seasons, they knew when to move in and move
out
I heard the Lord say. tell them
I am not just going to move on seasons as they know, a certain month.
He said their season will shift when their sound shifts .

God is saying I am waiting for your sound.
So, what is to happen in Sept will happen tonight , because you pulled on it in faith.

I don’t think we understand the power we possess or the kingdom that we have on the
inside
Of us.
That we open our mouth as a partnership in heaven.

Anyone can throw a meeting, but the Glory cost. It’s going to be sacrificial.

You are not called to do warfare like you have in the last season, says God.
Some have gotten so used to fighting demons, jezebel, the enemy and all that stuff.
Ephesians 1 says it is under our feet
There is a high level a higher altitude that I am bringing the people of God in this hour in
this room, we no longer will fight with low level stuff. But now we are going to begin to
move with that legislation , as a council. I am about to redefine the council.
I am about to reform the council. Re-fire the council, revisit the council. The Lord says, I
am going to cause a new mantle of prophetic revelation to begin to come upon you in
this hour.

Speaking to the war council.= Some of you are coming into a season called Dream
Stream .

When I was getting off the plane yesterday, the Lord said to me, I want to break a
covenant breaking spirit off of the land, but it will only be broken by a people that make
covenant with me. And it is as if I saw a ring being put on Alaska thru this company. I
want to remarry this people.
The spirit of covenant breaking on marriages is being broken. Where the church has
walked away and embraced the spirit of religion, where they have 90 min services
without the glory of God it is a covenant breaking spirit. Because you always have
belonged to me , says God.
I heard say “Alaska , you belong to ME”.

And what happens is when we hear prophets speak, we cannot hear the difference
between the judgment of God and the jealousy of God. So, when prophets come in and
tell us to repent, we automatically hear judgment and we do not hear jealousy. When
they tell us to turn, we

Torrey
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don’t hear jealousy. song of Solomon says jealously is a cruel as the grave. he loves you
so much he will kill you, he will kill for you. you are to die for.

This weekend is a marriage call to turn, to come out of coldness, out of praylessness, out
of settling, out of 90-minute services…
We want the glory of GOD…
I hear a hunger growing in this place, it’s a sound of people running to the water.
Running to the river, running to be refreshed.
Don’t you feel the tug ??

Covenant. covenant.
Isaiah 43:.. long before we get to the new thing, there is a covenant..
Covenant precedes the breakthrough , repentance precedes breakthrough, hunger,
pursuit, passion, prayer. Prayer, prayer, prayer… not begging prayer, I am talking about
intercessor prayers that you have seen what God wants to do and you won’t take no for
an answer.
I am talking about intercessory prayer that you won’t let go. I’m talking about that Jacob
style prayer that wrestles with God.
Not a wrestling with helplessness, it’s a wrestling to win. Its wrestling from revelation. Its
praying from revelation.

I believe God is inviting us into .

There is a Jacob anointing for those that know how to tarry with the Lord, he is about to
change our name.
Jacob is that breakthrough child. That man of breakthrough.
God wants to change your name from bareness to breakthrough.
God wants to change the narrative in your family, He wants to change the narrative in
the church. Wants to change the narrative of this city, of this state.
Of America thru Alaska. So, he has to call you Jacob, so he can change your name to
Israel. His beloved, His own. He says the call to the bride of Alaska is that you belong to
ME..
Fear not, God wants to break a spirit of fear, fear of gathering.. fear not..
Do you not know who you are?

Peter thrown in jail, the church prays, peter gets out… they dint sign a petition, they
opened their mouths.
Chapter 12 ,. A political spirit comes down, because they prayed.
Everything is about to come down because the sound and the power of the praying
people. the sound of the relentless bride. the sound of the relentless bride that won’t
stop gathering.
Because the new wine is in the cluster.

Alaska, there is about to be a wedding, a honeymoon, when there is real covenant.
Covenant precedes birth,
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I am going to remove the spirit of illegitimate birth, mi going to remove illegitimate
births. There have been other movements that have called themselves church , called
themselves conferences, but they have not laid down with Jesus, they are not laid down,
not surrendered.
God said there is a new bride that I am going to call to birth out a holy thing.
Your labor , your travail is not in vain. you cannot die now. You’re not retiring , your
re-firing.

Call to the bride that over Alaska, I am jealous I am jealous, I am jealous for your family,
I’m jealous for your family. and that is why everything tries to come up.

Your tears, your fasting have not been in vain. I’m restructuring , I’m reforming, I’m
remaking, I’m rebuilding says God.
It looks like it falling apart, but God says its coming together.
I’ve got a plan and purpose, it’s my jealousy. Fear not for I have redeemed you and called
you by name bride of Alaska and he ends it with You are MINE..
You are not a pandemic. you’re not a global crisis, you’re a global break thru. you are
not a mess, you’re a movement.

We got to get lower, be more intentional. We are coming into a day where songs won’t
do it any longer, but sound will.

We must begin to cause the longing to be our lyrics.

God is turning the tides, He is turning the tides,
We are no longer in waiting, no longer in the hour of waiting. When is the season , the
season is now.

God is saying this is an hour of family revival… you are waiting for a church service and
God is saying I want to get in your living room.
I want to take that intercession from the bathroom to the living room. You’re too
anointing for your children to go to hell.
I’m calling the region to greater revelation, I’m calling my bride to greater expectation. It
is raining , it is pouring, ….
I’m raising up a company of prophets, I’m raising up a company of watchmen, those that
will stand at the gate, those that will sit in my counsel, come in , come close to Me.
There is a vanguard He is raising up, the watchmen.
You carry a delivering anointing.

Randy Basket
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Last January, the Lord spoke to me about what was coming in September to this nation
and the state.
There are things that God has been showing me that the church needed to get ready for
that is going to happen in September.
Coming into a challenge and a time of testing, but God is really speaking to me about
September is going to be a time of testing. Testing is good, it brings you closer to God.
Temptation takes you away from God. Are you going to tempted or tested ? and God
wants the Church to be tested because, when we are tested, we stand and we stand
firm. There are things that are going to happen in our nation that are so going to test our
faith that it is going to really put, put it to the plow. Are we going to step up and pull the
load or are we going to cower back?

We are coming into a time and a season that we are going to have to either step up and
be the ecclesia church or we are going to cower back. September is going to come a time
of change. Not just changing of the season but of TIME. and God spoke to me again in
June about September, how September is going to bring a time of change .
And God said quit calling it a season Randy, and I said what do you mean ? he said ,
you’re coming into a time such as this. We are no longer walking in a season to season,
we are walking in a time to time. God is all about time, He is not in time, He is all about
time. Ecclesiastics says there is a time for everything, and we are coming into a time that
God is saying, I am going to test My Church.
And I want to encourage you, in this time. When we come to this time, we have to come
in this time and say yes Lord I will stand and I will stand firm.
I want to encourage the church. Out of this time there is going to be such a glory move
of the Spirit that is going to be birthed out of September. September is going to come a
time of birthing. And in that birthing , God said I’m going to create a new prophetic
move that the state has not seen before. Because I am going to create new Micaiah’s
that will come that will speak exactly what I tell them. Not speak what people want to
hear. Too many times we are speaking what we want to hear and not what we need to
hear. God says I am raising up a new people, a new prophetic mantle that is going to fall
upon. And those that have been speaking what they want to hear, they are going to be
silenced, and start speaking what you need to hear.

Eleanor Roehl
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the Lord gave me this word recently
this is the time of settling accounts, weighing matters of significance in a time of testing
every leaders work by fire.

This is going out into the airways, I heard it with my ear in July. He was saying don’t
worry, I am testing every man’s work by fire, every leaders work by fire.

When we yield to the testing and we allow him to burn those things off , nothing but
good and His glory comes thru the testing’s.
He says, I am searching to and fro to see whose hearts are faithful for me. And who are
in it for ME or themselves. For I am doing a new thing, don’t you see ? will you not
perceive it, will you not conceive it, even if you can will you not believe it.

He says, also. Look to Me as new birthing’s take place, for great change is upon my
church and upon the nation and nations of the earth, which is not been seen or
experienced yet. If my people will not change , they will become stagnant and begin to
dry up . but if my people that are called by my name will continue to humble themselves
and seek my face and not their own place, I will surely heal the land and bring forth a
great harvest. For many many even those here now, many of you are pregnant with a
NOW word. Many are pregnant with a new vison. Many of you are pregnant with a new
creativity. Many are pregnant with new strategies to create wealth.

This is a time of birthing and all He wants is , be it unto me according to you will oh God.
We have to allow the Lord to heal us and deliver us ..

Some are pregnant with a new movement within us.
Alaska the Lord is setting us up for a move.

Some are pregnant with an anointing for real transformation and reformation.

Don’t be too hasty , He said, in trying to force a birth to happen. The seducer and
deceiver has amped up his game…
HE is saying you must come up higher in MY love…

This new move is a marker in my Agape love…

He is delivering the church from the spirit of mammon. This spirit causes abortions to
happen in the spirit and delayed birthing’s to happen.
HE is delivering us to deliver healthy and strong and be right on time.

Looking at the birth of Christ to help us in this time. Story in Mathew 2, of Jesus birth.

Eleanor Roehl
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The church and the nation is going thru a new birthing, and we want to catch hold so our
promises are not stolen in this time.

This is our opportune time of allowing the Lord to bring us back to the basis of prophecy
, it is the testimony of Jesus. And everything we do and say should come back to Jesus.

We need to have covenant relationships in our lives with wise men and women. That will
help us to grow. We need spiritual midwives to help us birth on time.

We have to open to see the Messiah , open to see what He is doing in this time and
season.

At every new birthing there will be a Herod, a dragon to devour, that is waiting to kill
steal and destroy that birthing, that dream you had, that thing you are waiting to birth in
the spirit.

Covenant relationship is important to help deliver..
The Lord is birthing something new.
The Herodian spirit is still alive and well, looking and lurking waiting to steal kill and
destroy every dream that you have.
And so when the Lord starts moving in a new way, and it usually starts small, so don’t be
discouraged by numbers.

A new movement is being birthed in Anchorage Alaska. Lord we praise you and we will
steward this new movement well. We will not allow the Herodian spirit to control us.
The voice of the enemy will not deceive us.
We will move forward in all you have asked us to do in Jesus name.

We are in that time still, of rebirthing season. He is giving us an opportune time still. Its
not over.. it’s the new birthing time.

The last 6 months, I have had some dreams.
First dream : in my dream someone handed me a baby, just put , plopped it on my lap
and the baby was full of poop. So full, coming out of ears, mouth, everywhere.
I was like what am I supposed to do with this..

I kept pondering this asking the Lord what to do with this..i was rebuking it in the name
of Jesus. The Lord said watch what you are rebuking. Watch.
The Lord , he said that babies name is Revial. He said I am going to hand it to you. it is
going to be messy, stinky, just full of all kinds of ones that come in and you better watch

your little religious self. Better watch your attitude, watch your faces, because you make
too many faces..

Eleanor Roehl
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I was like Lord, you will have to help us steward this. He said I am going to hand you
revival and you will have to learn how to steward it.

Second dream: He handed me a baby with legos in the mouth, and I was pulling the
legos out of the mouth . I am like, what is this baby doing eating a bunch of legos. I was
pulling legos out of this babies mouth and hands.
And the Lord said that babys name is Church . has a lot of legos, building programs, lots
of structure. Old structures, legos stuck in the mouth. He said it’s the church. I am going
to use you to help get the structure out of the church, so they can come back to ME,
come back to the leading of the Holy Ghost. Come back to throwing their plans and
structures out the door.
And being led by the Spirit.

Third dream: I went into a room, led into a hospital room. I saw premature baby in there
and the baby was on life support. Just barely able to breath, barely making it, in an
incubator. The Lord says, a lot of my church is on life support, no power, they lost the
power. We lost the power, we lost the power of the Holy Ghost.
We need the power of the Holy Ghost back in our churchs, back in our services. Oh Lord
we need your power. Oh Lord God, that we would not be connected to a man made
power. But we would be connected to a Holy Ghost power Lord.

Forth dream: premature birth out of timing. Twins,

He said we are coming into a double birthing, He said I am going to give you double for
your trouble. Amen, Amen, Im going to give you double for your trouble. I am going to
give you a double anointing. When you go thru the test and you pass the test, you are
going to get a double anointing a double portion a double in everything, honor, not just
honor, double honor, double favor.. Amen…

Several years ago, I was leaving a place and a conference was going on and I asked the
Lord , can I go and he said wrong question… I asked well what is the question Father..
He said , ask me if this was born of my spirit or not.
So I asked Him, Father, was this born of your spirit or not ? He said, this was , not only
not born out of my Spirit, but it was born out of time and it was born out of the wisdom
of man, soulish, demonic, sensual. Plays on the emotion of man.
He said is doesn’t matter who is the one speaking, he said has it been born of My spirit.
Brought me to James 3… teaching me about wisdom of heaven and wisdom of earth.

Much of America goes based on the speakers, he said don’t go based on the speakers.

Look at My heart , what I want to do in this season, in this time. Ask ME what I want…

Eleanor Roehl
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He told me on his heart is deliverance, healing and He said, begin to honor those in your
own state again .
We have to be so in tune with His Holy Spirit, with His nudges, with his warnings.. could
determine life and death.
Like when the Lord sent the wise men a dream to detour.

We have go to be so in tune , more than ever, our discernment has go to come up higher.
Want to pray for those who are carrying, birthing, pregnant, carrying something new to
birth.
Pray for those with miscarriages in the natural or spiritual, for full healing tonight. Time
of healing from grief. Any grief from loss.

Heather received this word from the Lord for Alaska on 9-6-21
Alaska, I am training your hands for war. You have been in the trenches and now you are
going to higher heights. I am giving you eagle eyes to see below, to the north, south,
east and west and to see into the future. Council with my eagles, and hear their cries at
the watches. I am calling all My watchmen to stand and to battle in new heights. Lift up
your cries at the watches and do not let the dust settle around the battlefield.
I am sending My Generals to you Alaska and they will have new ways to assemble,
strategize and execute these new battle plans. For I am releasing new war cries, new
songs to be sung, new dances to be danced and the land of Alaska will be anointed with
a new battle array of my angelic hosts who will lead you into victory in this new era.
Do not fear and do not take cover. The enemy will see you in the open with his eyes and
he will shrink back. For I am coming in response to the prayers, declarations songs and
dances of My warriors in Alaska and at the sight of My battle standard, the enemy will
flee! You will hear him say, “Take cover!” For what I am releasing through My warriors
in Alaska is a continuation of My plan for the 12 Tribes of Israel to take the Promised
Land.
Alaska, you will be victorious and the whole nation will see My wonders here and come
to see the Promised Land, says your God. Take this in faith, battle in faith and declare in
faith that this land is yours. You take hold of it for a nation, and a Kingdom. For My
Kingdom is being established in the North and expanding like leaven touching the rest of
your nation, as My Warriors cry out and do exploits in this land.

Take heart and take My victorious right hand in yours and together we will see a nation
come to her Promised Land. Do not give up, as I have placed an overcoming spirit upon
My warriors in this land, says your God, for My purposes in this new era. Be strong and
courageous, I am on your side Alaska, and there is victory at hand!
Is. 9:7 “Of the increase of His government and peace there will be no end, upon the
throne of David and over His kingdom, to order it and establish it with judgment and
justice from that time forward, even forever. The zeal of the Lord of Hosts will perform
this.”
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Eleanor
These meetings this last week were so strategic for our state and the nation. The three
city gatherings in Alaska
Anchorage, Fairbanks-golden heart city, HomerEach time the Lord brought us up higher and a new supernatural linking together , not
only in these three cities, because He is not limited to , but He has just started with
something. I believe there is a divine net that the Lord is releasing throughout this state
and He is doing it by His love, peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.

James Nesbit
Watching Father unfold prophetic in every city we went to.
The Lord had me create 4 images before I came to Alaska, and I now know I have two
more to complete when I go home .
First image- Alaska is on the Alter, all of Alaska is on the alter.

That means everything from the last season, that which we thought we knew or how we
thought it would function. Father is moving on us all to place it all on the alter. So, it can
be burned and melted as one.
On the art work it has Alaska , everybody, ministries, they cast their crowns before the
Lord , He is melding a new sound, a new DNA in Alaska, a one new man. Of all the tribes
becoming one sound.
Then He had me create the image of Anchorage with an anchor in it of Hope. Scripture
says hope is the anchor of our faith.
I know in Alaska, many intercessors have labored for a long time and some have even
suffered hope deferred and have made some heart sick where they could not be able to
contain the joy strength the fathers joy, but God is blowing on Alaska now with fresh
hope. And the strength of His joy, winds are blowing
Anchorage even the whole city, people are coming out of hopelessness ,
Image I will do when I get home, is Anchorage as an anchor point. You know in a relay
team you have one the anchor of the team , so anchorage is going to take that position
in a new way in the coming days.
Next image- Fairbanks, because of all the tribes that surround fairbanks and northern
region, actually it is the heart , center. Place we went to Golden hearts ministry, it is a
native ministry. We entered into a sound that was of the new day, of what the Father is
going to do. And I have been seeing , ever since that meeting fairbanks like the middle of
the eye of the hurricane of seers, where there is a seer blowing and swirling in all of
Alaska , and the seer is going to and is arising and blown into position , so Alaska can
see, not just for Alaska, but for the lower 48 and the nation and nations, great grace to
see, coming on the entire Alaska especially in the villages that seem insignificant. They
have a lot to say. Those will be really connected in the coming days.
We released from down south, and we magnify it tonight that there is a fire and wind
that is burning off the fog and blowing off the fog over fairbanks , so that Fairbanks has a
clear message and a clear sound and a clear sight
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Then we moved down to Homer the Lord had me create an image of Homer as a light
house and then the very first night that we were there, someone sent Eleanor an image
of a fire crown, it was on the image over Homer that the crown was seen.
So, I am going to create the image of Homer now of that image of the crown sitting on
top of the light house of Homer.
What I saw , something important happened in Homer. Juneau came into focus. So, it’s
not three cities it is four cities that carry the Ark. So, the other three cities will begin to
pound Juneau with light. the hammer of the Lord is going to begin to pound Juneau and
hammer into position. Juneau is like the Jerusalem, I believe, of Alaska, where the
Jebusites said , you will never take this. But the Lord says I have different plans for you.
I saw each one of these cities as like a tribe of people. anchorage a tribe like Ephraim
and Fairbanks another tribe of Israel. Now I see double honor is the key to advance . you
want to give double honor to those who feel like they have not had honor.
Eleanor, I know you felt a new level of honor everywhere you went, and anchorage at
the same time needs to extend double honor to places in relationship, they need that.
The enemy has used a strategy to make everyone feel dishonored.
As we saw your dance the other day, and that charge was given, about dancing, in these
places over witch craft and strongholds that is going to be another thing we are seeing a
powerful move in.

Ed Watts
We are honored to be welcomed.
This is a time the Lord had given me a word back in January of this year, about releasing
the blueprints , that he has blueprint pattern for every city , nation and bloodline and we
have been in a time of preparation. Where we have been made ready to steward those
scrolls those blueprints and this is a time the people are coming out of the wilderness
and many have been in that season . but you are not going to die in the wilderness

Alaska, but the Lord is releasing scrolls of inheritance and that you have become the
inheritors of prophetic promises that have been held up for generations and He is
restoring the indigenous sound of the land and He is restoring the blueprint for the land
thru a people in the land.
When I was here in March I saw, the young man from Fairbanks and the Lord says go and
kneel down next to him, I saw FBX to Homer become an arc and the Lord said that from
over Anchorage all the way from Fairbanks to Homer I am creating this kind of hoopla
golden dome. I saw this established this trip with everyone moving together. From
Fairbanks to Homer, we saw this established.
In March I released a prophesy about ,the Lord He is tapping the oil reserves of Alaska
and this is a supernatural oil, it is the oil that will feed the lampstand cities. I am actually
going from here to 7 cities from Philadelphia to San Diego off a word I got released into
Jerusalem in 2019. The day of atonement.
I believe Alaska is releasing something supernatural from the North, it is like the bowl of
Zechariah 4 releasing the golden oil. There is a reserve in Alaska that is going to light up
these lampstand cities.
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The other thing the Lord really gave me was, Alaska is the 49th state and a lot of times we
think of 50 as jubilee , but after 49 years, the Lord said blow the rams horn and I saw
Alaska become a ram’s horn. And He took it and released his Ruah , His wind thru it, he
breathed out of Alaska became a jubilee sound, a debt cancelation sound that would
restore, just like it was supposed to restore the identity of the sons of God so they could
redeem the land. He said I am making Alaska a ram’s horn to release the sound of
redemption that the sound coming out of Alaska in the next 2 years is going to begin to
set the lower 48 free and that you going to model something that is going to become a
blueprint for the rest of the nation.
It is going to be an apostolic in the year of the house, it’s going to be a covenant family,
cities are going to begin to move as a household of sons and daughters and priestly
identity.

I believe as you navigate the next 6 months of the Passover , that come Passover thru
the feast season next year will be very strategic , the gathers, I have been praying for
discernment to gather strategically and maybe even cities gathering together. I am not
sure, but it is for the ecclesia, the war council to pray into . but I felt the next 6 months
are preparation, because you’re going to begin to model something for the rest of the
nation that would be like a jubilee sound that would bring redemption to the lower 48 , I
felt that strong
And I saw you guys going out and going to places where the doors have been closed
before but the doors going to be open now, with an apostolic sword of the gospel that
will cut villages and cities to the heart, I felt like the Lord was showing the door was
closed to you before but the doors open now. And they are going to receive you, I see
you going with teams to these cities and villages, I just see in lighting it up.

James Nesbit
I think in the coming days, if teams can form for a member from Fairbanks and Homer
and Juneau and Anchorage and form, so that you are moving and forming and carrying
the glory of God. What Chuck told Alabama to do was study how the ark moved. How
David moved the ark and so you guys are carrying an ark of glory here in Alaska as well,
so the Father has the strategy waiting for you and your going to step into the fullness of
it.

Eleanor
We begin to declare and decree into these words. We take the prophetic words and
begin to do spiritual warfare over the prophetic words.
The Lord has been speaking to us along the same lines.
We have already been talking to fairbanks , and plan on going there and there is
someone in Juneau and plan on connecting there as well and we will plan on going back
down to Homer as the Lord leads.
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Robert
We have experienced incredible honor over our time, and since you all have gotten here
and we have been traveling to cities and homer
God gave me
Phil 1:9-10, I continue to pray for your love, to grow and increase beyond measure
bringing you into a rich revelation of spiritual insight of all things.

The increase of love in our heart is what gives us revelation and insight, but if we don’t
have that love , it keeps our inside low and restricted. A key here as far as honor, is
where is our love at, how to do love each other and how do we love people

Philippians-This will enable you to choose the most excellent way of all becoming pure
and without offense until the unveiling of Christ

Where there has been dishonor, it has to do with love. It has to do with the condition of
our hearts. We are in a new day Alaska , we are in a new day where the love of God
wants to manifest in each person. He wants to manifest in each city. He wants us to
come together and link arms in a true love. If there has been some offense or dishonor
that you felt. Then just repent or forgive, whatever it takes to clear out hearts of those
things. God really wants us to really move forward as one. That is how we will model the
arc of Glory in Alaska . it has to do with us flowing together as one in love in by that
there will be further and more revelation of what he has for our state.

Robert honoring and thanking Ed and James…

Eleanor praying for them … (they need to go catch a plane)

Deborah
Going thru the past few years of prophetic words today. So many words about the watch
tower, the watchmen, waking up and rising up into the position.
I felt like an expansion is coming to the watchmen, it is already here, for those that have
stepped up, some are waiting for the expansion, but I sense the expansion doesn’t come
until they step up, till they step in. and I felt like , I was reminded of the word
stewarding, which is all through the prophetic words in the last year and half, I am led to
remind people of the meaning of stewarding, we all know what stewarding is, tending to
things. but the Lord led me to this definition
: To whom the counsels of God have been committed to be made known to man.
It is so powerful to step in with a stewarding anointing and steward well and there are
new levels of stewarding that we are each stepping into within the assignments that God
has given to us.
In Jan 2020 I spoke on a re-firing of those in the watchtower , right before covid hit,
there is a re-firing, and since that time there was a lull in the watchmen and I see this
rising up and He
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gave me this verse in Daniel about great exploits and new maneuvers coming and it is
not just for the watchmen. But there are great exploits and new maneuvers when we
step in.
As we step in, that he will expand our eyes and ears. We all need this encouragement.

As I listen to Ed and James , I hear that every day is new, the Lord is speaking in new
ways and at new levels.
Deborah praying into this… the door is open for the stepping into these positions , new
maneuvers and new great exploits that He is bringing to His people in Alaska for the
Kingdom for the nation and the nations.

Eleanor
It does start in our own Jerusalem first… we value the voices in the nation and nations.
But we honor first what is here first in our state. Other voices come to add on to what
God has established in our state.

Rosalind
Last night , open vision, it was of warring angels, they were circling around the assembly,
the library here in Anchorage, they were engaged in warfare . and I was standing by the
movie theater , I could feel them, and I am watching and feel the ground trembling and
they were there to possess the land. Marching to possess the land. they said
Boundaries have been set by us, the intercessors the watchmen those on the wall the
boundaries have been set.
And now they are walking out the boundaries that you as intercessors have called into
place. Have driven walked , prayer march’s, prayer drives, cried out in the midnight hours
for.
They are marked and they are boundaries that the angels now are forming and taking
position in. the manifestation of Gods breakthrough power is being released by these
angels in Anchorage. This morning while we were sleeping.
Rosalind releasing angels…

Heather
Time of shaking , some are being still shaken, those things need to be shaking. who
would have thought that God the mind of the Lord, He has these polarizing ways of
shaking out what is unlovely… what God is doing is taking our hands as watchmen and
intercessors and saying ok,, come up higher,, come on up…
What I have heard someone say recently is “this is the time to think with God”
Not just about Him… think with HIM..
This is a time to advance his unshakable kingdom. I am so thankful for this Glory that is
coming and is upon us already.
I was hearing this week,
There is a dispensation of MY Glory ad MY Grace. And I just sat and camped on that
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Theological definition of dispensation=divinely ordained order prevailing at a particular
period of History , dispensation is something given or distributed out certain system,
arrangement or appointment. It is a special permission to do what is not usually allowed
and a time of favor

Heather declaring over us…and watchmen over Alaska, and will impact the nation.
There is a new strategy.
Last night= has to do with revelation mandates that God is bringing as we ascend and
descend.

Taken by the Spirit , I encountered the heavenly realm, many of us were there, as we
heard, (Ed said there are doors open for us), the first thing I saw was a door, it was

beautiful deep purple like an onyx and then it had an ivory handle . God wants us to
look and see and ask what we see, and to hear. We are going to hear and see in new
ways as His watchmen.
As we ascend and descend.
I opened that door and I knew I was not alone .
By the door, and I heard it already, I saw swords , beautiful swords of intercessor and
watchmen were laid and leaned against this corridor and hundreds of them, beautiful.
When you get to this place, it might look different for everybody, but, ask the Lord, He
wants us to be engaged in this place , and to receive this new dispensation . not only of
his glory and grace which it looked like as we were all standing there.
He put a balm in our hands. And I saw us as intercessor, watchmen, place our hands
with this anointing oil on our heads for our minds and our hearts, and I saw us doing this
tonight..

The Lord is saying He is clearing minds, He is going to have us descend with our emotions
sort of left behind. We are ascending by the spirit and that be that fiery arrow, and we
thank you Father for this, and our hearts are being healed now says the Lord, all
fragmentation is coming together, what you thought was unlovely, He is saying, he is
going to use it for His Glory.

And then we stood, where the Lord places, be expecting of this, He is going to place you
and you will receive the vibrations tones of heaven that’s what I saw, each one of us.
And it went into us. And because our emotions were not involved, we were containers of
this vessel of this dispensation.
There were these , it was , I saw revelation. We will see in a new way. I knew the Spirit of
revelation was there for us, and it looked like these crystal-clear rain drops, almost like
you see dispersed intermittently on a spider’s web.

I just ran across a verse that says one of the wise things that God notes, is that spiders
are in kings’ castles, they spin a web in kings castles… I just had to say that (joyfully)

But they were intermittent, like the dew of heaven , I just heard the latter rain,
So here we have this dispensation of glory and grace.
Now we have this hit us, they are hitting you in Jesus Name, its fresh revelation it brings
a refreshment refinement reestablishes reanoints us and then we go forth with a
revelation mandate that will shift the kingdom of darkness . then He says release these
mandates, another word for mandate is decree . we will decree into the seat of Satan in
regions and nations and there will be shifts, because the Lord is downloading these
revelation mandates and dispensation that is for , I am saying, the lower 48, we forget
Hawaii, 49. In Jesus Name it will go forth AMEN…

I want to declare that these revelation mandates will simplify without need , remove
unnecessary distractions and advance the kingdom of Heaven with signs, miracles and
wonders.

And the Lord really impressed upon my heart when he was talking about the number 50
(Ed)
25 years ago, we were in a dispensation of grace with signs wonders and miracles with a
renewal , this has been 25 years since then. But the Lord sees it as 50 years. This is a
multiplication time of this dispensation time of signs wonders and miracles, take hold of
it.

AMEN…

Eleanor
Since the last KAN with the releasing the watchmen, intercessor anointing in a new way,
there was also a new commissioning . I can see the fruit of it. Of what the Lord said He
would do.
When the speakers were speaking and releasing, he said we would come up higher ,
especially the watchmen and intercessors and the rest of the nation yes, for who so ever
will. Not limited to Alaska. We just know our main assignment is Alaska , but it is also for
the nation and nations of the earth.
I saw that , we came into a holy alignment as watchmen and intercessors corporate
group, we came into a holy alignment tonight , where our spirit man just shot up and
our soul came into position underneath the spirit. He says get ready , get ready because
you’re going to be having heavenly encounters, heavenly encounters, watchmen and
intercessor. I see you go beyond the veil and be able to grab things and grab revelation,
grab words of knowledge ,grab wisdom, different things in the spirit realm that you have
not been able to grab before. A now time, watchmen and intercessor and leaders in
particular, that you are going to be able to go into the spirit realm , grab what you need
to grab, bring it back to earth and you will be . and even in that place He is going to give
us new kingdom language, He is going to give us strategies that are going to outwit the
enemy, outwit the enemy, in the spirit realm . we will see it manifest in the earth realm
too.
He is going to begin to give us strategies even for mountains , diff spheres of influence,
even for the military , for our borders for our governor, for schools and what have you. it
is not limited to.
Be ready because he is going to be causing some of us, many of us, to go in and grab
those things.
Those on line right now, I am seeing a holy blast, he is going to blast you into the
heavenlies.
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Eileen
Been at municipal meetings , assembly meetings, till midnight the last 2 nights, declaring
and decreeing that Anchorage, according to the word of the Lord, will be known as a
Christian city. Being that city on a hill with a light that cannot be put out. So, standing in
this place even in the assembly in these meetings that the enemy cannot come in and
cannot overtake.
Eileen praying into this…Father come and bring supernatural encounters to the
assembly member…..
Victory is in the camp…

Eleanor.
Feel to release this word I received in 4/2/21. As I was waiting on the Lord, He said He
wanted me to release this word tonight.

The Spirit of the Lord says, that the curses that have been sent in the last season have
become useless, nullified, void, impotent, ineffective.
And I see a boomerang happening, I see a boomerang happening, they were destined
for us, but they are turning around and they are going returning to sender.
And I have given these ones, even time and space to repent, but I say to you , even as
you have seen how I have moved in the past. I will move in my power move again, I do
give people space to repent says the Lord, but if they choose not to, I will cause them to
go by the wayside.
I say this is the time where my power is about to be displayed, and many have
miss-understood my Power in times past , many have miss understood my Glory.

Many have miss-understood my Holiness, but I tell you now that you are coming into a
season of my power moving in ways that have not been seen or experienced before. You
are coming in to a season where my Glory move is coming upon not only the land of
Alaska, but in the nation and nations of the earth. Wherein they have bowed themselves
low before me, and there is a season where in my Holiness is coming back into the
church, not the way it was from the past, that caused legalism and the fear of man to
come in. And brought destruction upon my people, but I say this new Holiness
movement is bringing a Holy and reverential fear of Me.
And it shall bring an unprecedented love of who I AM, and what you will have for one
another. And I say that wave after wave after wave of my love will come in and it will
bring with its miracles, signs, wonders and supernatural deliverances and healings .
So, I say get ready, get ready, prepare yourself and even begin to build that new cart with
new infrastructure, but do not hold it so tight to that cart and infrastructure. For I say
that this will be a movement of my freedom and my love. A freedom movement says the
Lord. I say to you that this movement shall bring in the lost, the broken, the down
trodden those even homosexuals, and even those gender confused , those confused in
their gender and in their identity.
So, do not be hasty to judge. For I say that if you will judge them, I will stop the move, I
will cause a blockade to come in.
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But I say to you make sure that your heart is free from all judgement, make sure your
heart is free from all prejudices, make sure your heart is free from all racism. Make sure
your heart is free from all offence, for I say to you if you will allow me, I will use this
place , I will use this platform to be my new vehicle of the movement of my power, of
my glory, says your good heavenly Father.
And many have said what good can come out of Anchorage Alaska, what good can come
out of Alaska, what good can come out of the villages, what good can come out of KAN,

but I say to you, I choose the lowly and I choose the humble, and I work best in the
darkest places, don’t you see. For it is I who has chosen you and not you yourselves.
So, continue to go low before me, continue to bow yourselves before me. For I say to
you that I am on to move, I am about to move and you shall give me all the glory and all
the praise and all the honor.
Says your good heavenly Father.

Eleanor praying into this…

Eleanor Roehl
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Thou Anchorage is being tossed to and for with every wind of doctrine of man and occult
structure I am releasing my plumb line of truth and love that will penetrate the earth
that will penetrate the land and cause these false structures to fall for I have a destiny
and a hope for Anchorage and for Alaska and I want to extend it to the nation and
nations of the earth.
For I have raised up my ecclesia in Anchorage and in Alaska and in the nation to govern
from my high places, and with my angel armies to take down the giants in this city state
and nation who have assumed positions of authority.
But I say let my governing voices of true kingdom authority strike down that mocking
and taunting spirit. Even now the ecclesia’s voice is being strengthened sharpened and
synchronized in to one sharp threshing instrument . you shall regain focus , fresh fire and
new strategy to take territory , by territory from the enemy. But you must come together
as one, for kingdom strategy and in my kingdom order to occupy this land.
So, I say now is the time to come together, Anchorage Alaska and Nation with angel
armies of heaven and armies of God to advance my kingdom purposes to anchor this
city, state and nation.

For what the enemy meant for harm, I will turn around for good. What the enemy
meant for mandate, I will overturn for my people. what the enemy meant for
destruction, I will turn for my construction. I am forming my net, in Anchorage and in
Alaska in the nation that will become a new communication system for my kingdom
purposes and advancement.
AMEN..

9-2001
Joel Webb:

Hi Susan,
Happy Monday! :) This word was received earlier this month during Cheshvan
Firstfruits and I believe Holy Spirit said to share it for discernment. - Blessings, Joel
"As the waters become solid and frozen, a renewing wind of the Spirit is blowing across
the state of Alaska. I am putting skates on the feet of my people to move across the
solidity of the waters. To whirl and twist in joy and to cut through the rough places that
are revealed only when I cause the waters to become solid.
With the spring thaw a new beauty will begin rising in My people. A root line of
prosperity in the foundation of the state will become visible as the waters start to flow.
A righteousness will be settled in the government and a new flame of the Spirit will be
ignited in Juneau.
Alaska is a beacon rising In the coming year. The revival foundation is in place and the
warrior people are standing in an equipping grace. This grace will be extended from
the anchorage into distant harbors in the coming year and from the distant harbors it
will flow back to the center (heart) of the State on the banks of the fair river."
THUNDER

Psalm 81:7
The hiding place of your thunder …

While there is a door into the secret place of His presence. So also
I heard that there is an open door to the hiding place of His thunder …

Thunder= roar…
There is a secret hiding place of his thunder and in this place of his thunder we hear
His roar…
The Roar…
This roar shakes us, the very inside of us, causing those things in us that can be shaken,
to shake..

It is different than the outside and emotion shaking that many have been having over
the past year..

It is inside..
He is wanting to get personal with us in a way that we can carry His glory…

The Lord is going to readjust and reset some foundational wisdom truth, and also He is
restoring some upper wisdom and truth that has cracks in them. We have been eating
His word with these truths and He is restoring them and resetting them , so that there
is an ability to bite into His word and chew, and taste and see…

He showed me that some of this foundational truth is found in 1Peter 2:5,
we are lively stones built up a spiritual house , a holy priest hood to offer up spiritual
sacrifices acceptable to God by Jesus Christ.

LIVING STONES, because we are IN the Living Stone,
We have been given the ministry of reconciliation, we led others to the door of
reconciliation. We cannot reconcile them, we led them to the door.
SPIRITUAL SACRIFICES –
songs, praises, conduct, personal faith, wisdom and knowledge personal love,
faithfulness, prayer and supplications. – through Jesus Christ..
SPIRITUAL HOUSE- Jesus Christ is the true foundation, apostles and prophets have
been made part of the foundation of Christianity, others are built into the structure of
the church, all of them are the temple of God and the habitation of God through the
Holy Spirit (Eph 2:18-22)
The body is not one member, but many. All In One Spirit ..
HOLY PRIESTHOODHas made us Kings and Priest… (Rev 1:6)
To rule on this earth…

Just as we have to go to the dentist for teeth work, also we must go to the Lord for
restoration and resetting of truths ..

There is also a reframing of what we look at, how we see, brought out Ann Tate
word…
Yet the lord showed me in a dream that this is happening right now..

There is a perspective change on how we view things, how we view all things…

When we look thru these new frames, we see differently..
We see with a new outlook and a differenct point of view.
Our perspective is shifted..our perspective and observation is now changing to look
thru the Spirit in a new way. a higher way, with different eyes..

Bonnie Jones
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I feel the Lord is saying tonight that you are the dread champions.
You are all part of the army of the Lord.

Psalm 12 (AMP) David talking about the dread champions.

They are the ones that rise up and defeat the enemies..

In Sept 2021, I had a dream, while staying at Robert and Eleanor’s tiny house.

Eleanor comes to my room and invites me up to come have breakfast in their home.
She leaves then her two grandsons come, like 9 years old and one maybe 18.
Little one was matter of fact and wanted to know if I was going to be there November
11th ?

I said, I didn’t know, and I looked at my calendar. I said looks like other people were
supposed to come see me , the Korean congregation. He said, well you need to be
here, “its Moses birthday don’t you know?” and I said NO.
Then he left, the other boy began to talk to me and said he did the sound board etc, at
meeting.
Eleanor shows up and brought a basket of refreshments etc.
Now in my dream everything was larger, or bigger. Instead of one room it was 2,
instead of a small refrigerator it was a big one. Everything was double in size. I opened
refrigerator and there were these big wine bottles laying on their side, never been
open.
And I could see there was a lot of antiques , there was a big antique clock and other
furniture.
The fact that the wine was not opened the cork still stuck in it. The antique clock, old
prophesies over Alaska over lives. Coming down our ancestry there are promises that
no one has tapped into yet. Our family tree, is in heaven. There are promises never
tapped into. They need uncorked.
I say to Eleanor , the boys want me to come on Nov 11th, she said we are holding a
conference and it is called “ Adults Only”.
It will be only people that want to come, no advertisement , what she was saying in
that, you’re done drinking the milk, it’s time to eat the meat. Adults Only. Those that
have pressed into the Lord, they have ears to hear and their hearts are open to the
Lord.
I knew the date was November 11th,
In between the time Eleanor came the first and second time into the tiny house where
I was, I was down on the floor trying to fix an old bed in the room . yet, in reality there
was no old bed in the room. In dream it looked like the kind of bed that Abe Lincoln
would sleep in and there were slates, and some of the slates were broken.

To me, that spoke of humility trying to fix the broken pieces, Abraham Lincoln freed
those that were bond in slavery . there are a lot in the church that are still bond, we
need to help free them. We do that by remaining humble in our own hearts.

I feel there is an abundance coming.
11/11 that is God stretching forth His hand.
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Why is it Moses’s birthday Lord, I was asking.
The Lord began to show me about Moses, all thru scripture He is mentioned , new and
old.in revelation 15:3 they sing the song of Moses, all praise and glory and honor to the
Lord for delivery from Egypt.
They were standing at the red sea and the Egyptians are coming for them, and they are
“what are we going to do ?”
But God said, stand still and watch the salvation of God.
Pillar of fire moved from behind to in front of them
We must stand still watch the salvation and see what God is going to do for us right
now this year.
He is speaking to the remnant.
Mount of transfiguration, Moses and Elijah on the mount watching the Lord
transfigure.
Right now, we call it transition, transformation . have you felt like things aren’t like they
used to be? We are in a time of transformed into the likeness of Jesus, transfiguration.

We need to hear what HE the Lord is saying right now. This will keep us on the right
path. He is our GPS.

Samuel anointing coming on all of us. Not one word fell to the ground.
The Samuel anointing for the mature , you can be 3 and have an adult spirit . and you
can be 85 and have a child spirit.
The Lord showed me, in 2016 the Samuel anointing falling on the body of Christ.
This year He said NO MORE DELAY…
When this touches us, what we say, will be.
This is the year, of what God tells the Son, He shares with us, we release it and it is.
We have to be totally aligned with the Lord.
We hear from the Father, He is always uplifting us telling us the truth for our benefit
even if correction it is out of love
We hear from the enemy wish is negative
Then we hear from our own spirit. What do I want to do, it’s about I..

HE may change your plans to what HE wants done. Be kingdom minded..
Be ready for that.

You are those bottles of wine, so much welled up inside, cannot keep for yourselves.
Freely we receive , freely we give away.

There was this antique lamp in the dream. Wow, that is the light of the Lord, bottled up
so long, and His light is shining on you. just receive .
There was a clock, antique clock. I said no more delay.. the time is now. Old prophesies
over this state, over families and lives.
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There are 4 things to be released, the fire the power and the glory and the love of the
Lord.

You have to remain humble..
Cannot take credit for what God is doing..

Sept 3rd when I was at the Roehl’s house, the Lord said to me, you see there is an
awakening taking place in Alaska . there are many places around the globe. He said you
are part of an apostolic alliance to waken the sleeping giant.
The church at large has been asleep so long, its slumber has deadened its spiritual
roots. Now it is time to arise and shine and let my glory rise upon it thru my children.
He said, Do you hear me in this ? He said, I want to awaken Her to Her destiny. And
come into the power and baptism to the Holy Spirit. There is no limit to the souls I want
to join in this movement of power and glory. I want each one to shine with My Glory
says My God.

Oct 1st, I saw there were baskets , a lot of woven baskets full of gifts and stuff..
They were filled with gift,

It was everyone had agreed upon in unity and the majority everyone voted and every
one’s vote counted.
Some love Eskimos and then they passed the basket and things were distributed to
everyone.
Those with kingdom mindset.

We need kingdom mindset coming together in a spirit of unity.. Amos 3:3

Can you be in unity ? the Lord wants us to be in unity with our brothers. Not about one
church it is about the body of Christ. Not one city or one state.. there are promises
over all.

Then I was like in a meeting and I had a white envelope and inside it was liquid love.

In this experience I saw ulcers healed. Liquid love touched and healed.

A couple days ago, I saw a flying school bus, and I knew it represented teaching. The
school of the prophets, I believe some of you here will be involved in that.
We need the true word of the word.

He wants to take us to higher places. Leaving old things behind.
We are about to inherit the things of the kingdom once we step into sonship with Him.
There are kegs of wine waiting to be uncapped. So, don’t be surprised when Holy Spirit
starts moving and joy bubbles up. Don’t mock what is happening .
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There is coming an outpouring of My Spirit unlike man has ever experienced ever
before in history. The day of Pentecost and Azusa street were only forerunners and
type and shadow of what I am about to do.
There is no limit in what I am to do thru those who are obedient to ME.

Obedience and repentance , thanksgiving… are biggies to the Lord..

He said to me, I am extending My hand to you to deliver My word in Alaska. There is no
delay and power is at hand.
Tell them this.
I am coming on power and I am coming in Glory, this is what they have cried out for
many years. Now they will experience their hearts desire.
He said, I am brining increase in the natural and in the spirit. They shall manifest my
glory
I have tempered them and now they are ready for a mandate. Walk in love.
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Sara Jokala
Sharing dream,
The Father was a successful man and built a successful business, but he was feeling
down and heartbroken about the business he had built and the success he had made.
Because of the type of business he had made. It was a biotech business and he was
really very grieved . I wish it wasn’t a biotech business he said
And his son was standing there and some other young men. And his son said, we will
just start another one, there is plenty of money and then.
Then the scene switched to the young men being in a court room , like judicial area of
Alaska, official type of gathering and they were being in quested, because they had
made money off of this business this man had built and they were being questioned.
But they had really nothing to do with the problems in the business.
All of the sudden the son, who had been sleeping on a bench there, jumped up and ran
out of the court room and back to his father’s office and he was looking. And there was
a square , almost like a chess piece with a bunch of gears and it was basically his
business and it was dirty, oily and sticky . and he was looking wondering what did he
do to become so successful , and how can I take what he did and move forward with it.

As I pondered this dream
the Lord kinda show me , the Lord wants us in this new season, where we can look
back on the things that had brought revival and big movement in our state and we can
learn from the success from the fathers , that He had ordained to put into this state to
click and to work ,

They became muddy because of greed, power, personal pride, elevation of self.
But us Who are here now to steward this new thing.

The Lord says that as we are here to steward these new things, that we are to look at
the things that were ordained the first time , the things that He put in there, the things
that worked, that clicked, and did well and clear away , even make a moment that we
will say, no we are not going down this path, because this path because this path is
what led us to pride and destruction . but this new path coming back to what founded
and get into the rightful path that the Lord had ordained over the state , to maybe
move into the new season from what had been set in the first place.

Sara praying over city and state…

Robert praying into this…
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Jennifer
This past week in meeting and event . special event about advancing Alaska into the
future and new projects..etc.
Holy Spirit came over me in middle of dinner, felt the words of ITS OUR TIME,
It’s our time now
As I prayed about that later.

It was evident that it is time for us to now not look to others or the past or who we
have looked to before, but look straight to God. and what does HE have for us now, to
help move our city and out state forward. What is my part to play, because we are
moving into action.
Been praying to have clarity on timing.
Strategic projects in place that have put anchorage in place to be literally a hinge point,
or a point Center point for travel for things that are coming for this next 6-9 months
that are going to be very powerful.
Jennifer praying into timing and what is coming.

Robert
Thinking about Eleanor’s word she released this past weekend,
God brings us to a certain point , forward, and in this past season. And in this past, we
have been in a place at times of feeling defeated , even feeling like we don’t measure
up. He brings us thru that hard place right before the victory and I feel like that is right
where we are at.
This comes out of Psalm 34:6… I cried out to the Lord and He head me…. the angel of
the Lord stooped down and listened as I prayed….
Drink deeply of the pleasures of our God…

As Jennifer was talking about all the things happening and things being released in
Anchorage, business, govt, any number of things. I feel like for the body of Christ , it is
a time where we press thru the hard things and we are coming into to His place of
favor..
Robert praying into this..

Eleanor
What I feel to share goes along with Bonnie Jones dream, felt important to take her
dream and begin to declare and decree into her dream. As I was doing that the Lord
was gracious to give me a little word for us tonight as well.

Part of what Bonnie was saying.
There was double fruitfulness that I came into her room with basketsful of luscious
fruits and vegetables. And so, I believe we are coming into a time of double
fruitfulness. We have been pressing and pressing been plowing thru for the last
decade, especially the last 9 years. We
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have hit the pinnacle point these last 2 years and been a real breaking thru and coming
into a break out and into something new.
The first part of Bonnies dream, the baskets for fruit, has to do with double fruitfulness
that we will begin to experience
He spoke to me about double provision. Everything in that room was bigger and there
was more and then she saw big bottles of aged wine.
Old aged wine. We know that Jesus first miracle was , he turned the water into wine.
Speaks of marriage, covenant.
I believe the Lord is doing a new covenant , not just partnership and alignment , but a
new covenantal kingdom relationship . and wine also speaks of miracle.

I believe we are truly tapping into a double anointing of His new wine , of revelation
and miracles.
And then she talked about seeing old antique clock and furniture. That spoke to me
about unlocking ancient paths and ancient , aged prophecies and promises that have
been spoken only over our lives individually, over families and over state and over our
nation. That ancient pathways, we will learn how to walk in those ancient pathways
and begin to unlock things that have hidden in the land and have been stored up until
such a time as this, and that the angle armies of heaven and us as on the earth were
coming together , be able to unlock those ancient wells, that have been stored up on
the ancient pathways until such a time as this.
I believe there is a multiplying and increase being added to kingdom alliance. And she
said she saw a broken bed being fixed. I believe that represents relationships that will
be repairs. And she said it was on Moses birthday. Moses speaks of deliverance,
There is a deliverance of a nation, deliverance of a people group, and a state.
I believe we are coming into a new time of mass deliverance and transformation and
reformation and that new wineskin is actually being formed.

What I saw over the weekend while we were ministering.
I saw an angel come and it went into a vision.
I saw a huge cord around kingdom alliance and I saw it around this state.
I saw this angle come with these clippers and he was clipping this cord and I heard the
spirit of the Lord say.
He was clipping the cords of division, distraction and discord and divination that had
been sent against us.

Eleanor declaring and decree that these cords are being cut tonight across this state

The Lord began to speak to me that the accuser of the brethren will be no more and
that He has set a pipeline to flow thru and keep it going and it will not be stopped up
or dried up like other movements have been stopped up and dried up and aborted like
before.

Been pondering stopped up, dried up and aborted…
Said Lord what are you saying.
He said guard your heart from any pride or self-exaltation or taking credit for what He
is doing.
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He said you will now will begin to see a new pipeline of my spirit begin to flow as a new
outpour of my Holy Spirit begin to flow at your gathers again.
A new 10-year drought has been severed.
And now you will begin to experience a new move of my spirit like never before. Only
be wise as a serpent and harmless as a dove for it has already began and you will begin
to experience an increase of the Lord.
Many will come to taste and see while others come to speculate and spectate. And
others will also try to come and get in on the action and try to take control or credit.
But I say stay humble, be wise and be careful stewards of this new glory move. For it
will not be contained by man’s agenda, or contained or controlled. But be open to how
I want to move, even in these next three months.
I say be in a preparation mode for a new wineskin is being established and watch and
see how I begin to move and unfold things within the next 6-9 months , so there will be
a new establishment of a new wineskin, but there will be a new movement of this , we

will begin to see in the next 6-9 months after this new wineskin is established, within
the next 3 months.
That goes on into January
The Lord is preparing us here in Alaska, as He is establishing a new wineskin .
to steward His new glory, move well.
amen.

Heather

God has given us His fields for Harvest but now He is giving us access to His vineyards.
And I hear the Lord saying that many in the Body of Christ have been His cupbearers.
And they tasted the cup before handing it to the King of Kings. That cup represented
the ingredients of their church culture (or their hearts desire and actions to follow the
commands of Jesus to His church) their ministries, how they expressed Kingdom
culture and the way they handled the truth of the Word of God. They were workmen
approved.
Jesus took the cup as a sweet offering to Him
He is saying He is giving us His vineyards. He sees the sacrifices we have made and is
turning us into new wineskins.
He is saving the best for last, the end-time wine. It will enhance every work that we
have done, (our personal walk and ministries). (In this time of exponential growth of
His Kingdom networks and systems, you will see an increase of faith released to us.)
There is wisdom and council with this wine.
He is pouring it into His mature Bride. The Bride has made herself ready. Some will be
going up to higher levels with greater responsibilities. He is saying to take this as a true

son and daughter. We have been in a season of our identity being fastened to us, but
now this new wine will create maturity in us.
With that maturity we will handle the Word of God well in humility.
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It is not identity that we get signs, miracles and wonders from, but it is truly the signs,
miracles, and wonders that will follow the very Word of God.
We are being given a double-edged sword with this anointing from the new wine to
take.
Allow that process to go deep into your souls and see yourself as a child of God but a
true son and daughter. This maturity from this new wine will cause us to lay down our
childish ways from the past and looking at what we learned from the past to move
forward into our future. Heather declare and decreeing regarding this .

Deborah
I know this past weekend there was a shift that took place when many were on their
faces before the Lord on behalf of their children.
Something happened to me, and I am more than encouraged to continue declaring the
word of the Lord over my boys.
Taking scripture and inserting their name … reading proverbs and psalms and
declaring both of my sons by name into the word. I speak it in faith as a declaration.

We have been encouraged for some time now to listen and be attentive to work with
the angelic realm.
I have not seen what I saw this past weekend.

As I was declaring words and decrees over my sons and for my sons.
The speaker, Uriah, said. “Two angels just walked in.” I don’t recall if he said anything
else about them or not.
As I was declaring and praying for my sons, suddenly I heard in the Spirit.
“I got it”.. it was like one angel grabbed my words, my declarations , decrees and said
to the other “I got it”.
Like that is what they wanted to move in a direction or with action.
I was taken back a bit , no doubt entered my heart.
As I know I have been declaring and decreeing for many years for my sons.

So, I say this to encourage us all to continue and not give up on our declaration, prayers
and decrees for our children.
We have words over the past years to listen and learn to work with the angelic. And
learn the power of our declarations at a new level.
We are in a new season where the captain of the army of the host has released the
angels.

The angels will only respond to our decree when we declare out a revelatory
understanding of being a son or a daughter.
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I believe we will begin to see glory burst within the lives of our children. And in those
things, we have been declaring and decreeing..

We have entered into a whole new time, a new place
Eternal realm has eternal energy and not time zone, when you start to decree in the
eternal realm the eternal law overrides the natural law and the natural law has to align
with the eternal. (Adam Thompson, Angel encounters)

There is that place in knowing by the Spirit to declare..

Mary
God is putting Alaska on the hearts of many people.
Alaska has an impact on the whole United States,

Dream by Clay Nash.
I dreamed the morning of Nov 15th that God show me the continental US as a chess
board. In the center of the continental US sitting on MO, IL, AR, KY, TN, MS, La, OK & TX
was Alaska. Alaska did not cover all of each border States but touched a portion of all
of them. Also, Hawaii was in the Gulf of Mexico attached to TX from Brownsville up
unto Corpus Christi. Some of the chess pieces were centered in the centered or map

over Alaska but were positioned on the 9 States with a 10th one centered in Alaska.
There was a pawn chess piece on Maine, WA, FL & CA. The four corners of the Nation.
There were 2 chest pieces missing from the board. As I was pondering what I was
seeing, Jim Hodges, Chuck Pierce, Mary Glazier, Dutch Sheets, Timothy Carscadden and
Becca Greenwood came into the room where this huge chessboard of the Continental
US was laid out on a table. Jim Hodges carried in his left hand an old fashion writing
quill made of an eagle’s feather. The ink was secured in a small horn from a ram. Chuck
Pierce carried a bowling ball. Written on the ball was “Wrecking Ball.” Mary Glazier had
an old Brass Nautical Spy Glass with 1776 engraved on it. Dutch Sheets brought in a
gold plum bob and line made of silver. The plum bob was hollow but had glass like
windows on 5 sides. It was filled with a red liquid. Dutch let it swing above the map
and as he did so the red thick liquid began to flow very finely from the tip of the plum
bob. Dutch stated this was Blood from the Mercy Seat. Timothy Carscadden carried a
stack of Books by William Blackstone and a copy of the constitution. Becca Greenwood
rode in on a Beautiful Appaloosa Horse with her left arm extended out holding one
lantern which was lit. She stated “the tipping point of the land becoming healed will
begin once the Bishop is replaced and properly placed and the knight gets his marching
orders.” I then began to recite the Gettysburg Address.
Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth, upon this continent, a new
nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that "all men are created
equal"
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any nation so
conceived, and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battle field of
that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of it, as a final resting place for those
who died here, that the nation might live. This we may, in all propriety do. But, in a
larger sense, we can (not is removed) dedicate -- we can (not is removed) consecrate -we can (not is removed) hallow, this ground-- The brave men, living and dead, who
struggled here, have hallowed it, but not (but not added) far above our poor Godly
(Godly added)
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power to add or detract. The world will (little removed) (and significantly) note, nor
long remember what we say here; while it can never forget what they did here.
It is rather for us, the living, to stand here being dedicated to the great task remaining
before us -- that, from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause
for which they here, gave the last full measure of devotion -- that we here highly
resolve these dead shall not have died in vain; that the nation, shall have a new birth of
freedom, and that government of the people by the people for the people, shall not
perish from the earth. I ended the recitation by saying “as in 1934 we will see the turn
around & reconstituting of this Nation.”
While all of this had being taking place the plum bob is spreading Blood from the
Mercy seat across the Chess board map. Ceci walked in and looked and said look at
this. We all turned our attention to the map and a gasp was released from all. The
swinging plum bob had painted an eagle with three arrows in one talon and a scroll in
the other.
Chuck then pointed out that the 2 chess pieces missing were a Bishop and a Knight.
Chuck then began to prophesy “that one bishop without the agreement of the second
bishop cannot send the knight forth in opposition of evil. He further prophesies that
the Bishop has no limitation in distance of his movement and can therefore accomplish
more.”
Dutch then says “we must find the missing bishop and knight.” Jim Hodges then
suggests we call in someone who can help in discovering who the missing Bishop is.
Ceci at this time says she must go but told Dutch Mason their grandson needed to tell
him something. Mason enters the room and Dutch asked Mason would he rather speak
to Dutch alone. Mason answered very bravely and said what I need to say they all need
to hear. The room became quite. Mason then stated that missing Bishop will be found
among the African-Americans and the missing Knight with be found among the First
Nation people. Dutch asked him how he knew this. Mason said when I was at the
Nascar Race Justice Clarence Thomas came up to me and told me when I see a chest
board like a map of the US I was to tell this. Mason went on to say I only came in here
to ask Poppa D if he thought we could get some fishing in this week, but when I saw
the map I knew why I was here. Dutch promised Mason some serious fishing and as
Mason prepared to leave Mary Glazier asked Mason to step outside with her. She

handed him the nautical spy glass told him to look to the south. Mason did so and
Mary asked him what he saw. He answered and said I see the angel armies and they
are waiting on all of you to place the bishop and knight. Mason then turned and said
when you convene the National Convocation to fitly join the Nation I want to be on the
front row with you. Dutch asked Mason why he mentioned that, he answered and said
the man from the cloud of witnesses who was with Justice Thomas told me about it.
He said this man said there are still many black voices confined in the Birmingham jail
and this convocation will finally free them. Mason left and an Holy deep travail came
over everyone in the room. After a long time of travail Dutch instructed we were to all
to go and seek God and reconvene in 3 days. Timothy Carscadden said as we prepared
to leave, what comes from this will preserve the constitution. End of Dream
Our young people are coming in and with Joy and they are handling the word of God
with Joy.
Mary speaking on a younger man bringing word to her at last conference.
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No fear very confident. This is what God has determined for your young people. they
are a different bred, confident and carry self with great grace and deliver the word to
kings and nobles. Not only in our nation or in this land but in other lands. And the very
delivery of the word is going to set people free.

The word about Ester that was given to me, Mary. I was caught up in a vision the next
day, and was looking thru a spy glass 90 degrees to the left and 90 degrees to the right,
expanded vision in the heavenlies coming upon us right now.
I believe it is part of our anointing in Alaska is to have a revelation sight. Revelation
prophecies. Revelation young people. we are called as a prophetic anointed

forerunning state called to impact the other states. To break the desolation in the
other states and break discouragement.
I feel a new sense of joy in my spirit and I am so aware of angelic assistance that is
coming upon us. New angels are here, new angels are doing their job and I want to
encourage you to be bold and speaking and directing assignments in angels that God
has directed into your pathways. Because we give them assignments.
Pondering tonight’s meeting, things God is showing me, there is an essence of the life
of the word of God , dwells within us. And as we declare , decreeing the word. As we
decree the word knowing who we are in Christ, the angels respond quickly and they
are sent as ministering servants so we can labor with them
The Lord has shown me, that as the world becomes darker and darker the Glory of the
Lord becomes brighter and brighter, but we need angelic help for this last stretch . it’s
like we are heading for the finish line, weary, under attack, laboring, we need that little
extra help. God is sending new angels..

Esther 8: God gave the enemy possessions to queen Esther..
that is all of the exposure of the enemy that has been taking place in the last few
years..
God is turning over the house of the enemy into the hands of the kingdom church.
Transference of wealth. Plundering the enemy’s camp and giving it into our hands.
The Ring is given into your hands and you now have authority.
Edict for Jews to fight against the enemy , we have this edict.
Mary praying and declaring into this…

receive that signet ring . the authority in Jesus Name…

we will now plunder the enemies camp … in Jesus Name
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Eleanor .
Declare and decree. In Alaska we the ekklesia come into our place on that chess board
and we will move with the King to take the enemy out and to walk in who God has
created us to be as mature sons and daughters of the most High God, knowing our
identity , no more wandering to and fro wondering who we are, but being confident in
who we are. And speaking as heirs of Jesus Christ, wearing our signet ring of authority
in Alaska.

We open up the gates in the North land to the King of Glory…

We shut to the door to every entity or person who does not come into alignment with
the Kingdom of God , in Alaska.

Robert
Scripture Over generations,
Psalm 100:5 (tpt) for the Lord is always good and ready to receive you, He receives you
even the generations to come.
He is so loving, it will amaze you, so kind it will astound you. He is famous for His
faithfulness to all, everyone knows our God can be trusted, and He keeps His promises
to every generation .

Eileen
Colossians 1: divine mystery , … now being revealed.

Intensity of His Holy Spirit flowing thru us that will draw people.
He is on the throne, He has given us all power and authority…

Eileen releasing decree and declaration. coming into alignment with His word…
In alignment we come together and we say go forth over Alaska.
Host you go forth… in the name of Jesus…
Decree fiery arrows are going into the enemy camp… causing confusing.
We will gather up the riches, and bringing those treasures into the Kingdom.
We declare the victory tonight.
The gates of hell will not prevail…
We agree with the word of the Lord Jesus Christ… Amen..

Robert
The Kingdom suffer violence, and the violent take it by force,
We are in a place of advancement , where we are advancing forward in victory …

Rebecca Greenwood
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In this new season , new ERA, it is a Holy Spirit ERA
New hunger, passion and fire that is stirring for Holy Spirit..

Lord gave me vision today in intercession for ALASKA

Alaska is in a Holy Spirit moment of a right time gate, right now, right time Holy Spirit
gate moment for the destiny He has called you to walk in .

Promise for us personally, with Holy Spirit.
2 Cor 13:14 TPT. Now may the grace and joyous favor of the Lord Jesus Christ, the
unambiguous, undeniable, irrefutable, the un-doubt, unquestionable love of God, and
the precious communion , close association , fellowship that we share in Holy Spirit be
yours, continually.

Continually…

We are in this ERA where we will know Him so personally… this cry is rising up , we are
going to be what we read in the book of Acts…
We won’t settle for the less than, but the greater than.

Let’s get this visual… then I will jump into prophetic teaching the Lord gave me for
Alaska.

Think about the apostles and the disciples, they walked with Jesus, they knew Him,
they lived life with Him, they ate with him, they walked , did ministry with him, did
everything together. After Jesus died on the cross and rose from the grave and about
to ascend into heaven, He told them in Acts 1, do not leave Jerusalem, but stay here
for the gift that divine promise, that divine blessing from heaven that my Father is
sending you.

Acts 1:8 you will be seized with Power when the Holy Spirit comes. This word that they
were seized… Holy Spirit came and grabbed hold of them and grabbed possession .
but it is a two-way word… it didn’t mean He seized them. The power and the presence
and the power and the conviction and power and the miracles ;and fire that He seized
into them, they themselves seized it back and embraced it

This is not a corrective message, it is a stirring the fire of what is rightfully ours as
children of God.
Kingdom identity and bringing and awakening in you, higher and deeper than before.
Building fire and a greater fire a converging synergy fire for Alaska that is happening in
this time.

Rebecca Greenwood
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They seized what the Holy Spirit gave them.

message

He was showing me in February,
This is a time where you’re going to watch those who were so Intune with Holy Spirit,
when they were ministering signs and wonders and deliverances would just break out
at the sound of their voice worshiping them.

Why when Holy Spirit walks into a service or hovers in, in all His Glory, why do we say,
wait a minute, wait. I have prepared and make sure I say it… etc.…

Jesus said He sent someone better than Himself… Holy Spirit.

Holy Spirit You are a person, just as if Jesus were standing here.

Today I was asking Holy Spirit speak to me about Alaska, your sons and daughters.
And I saw a vision.
An angel standing over the state of Alaska , I saw his hands extended out, in the vision
and in his hands in vision, I saw broken chains that the angel was holding in each hand.
In his left side his foot was in Russia and in the right side his foot was in the mainland
of America, but He was positioned over this state of Alaska.
And the chains were dangling, those two broken chains were held in the hands of this
angel. And they were broken.
As he was hovering over the state of Alaska.

The Lord has said , you are in a new Holy Spirit Era of kingdom identity in the nation of
Alaska. And even as Russia came in all those years ago and tried to force an identity on

you that was not yours and tried to make you have a sound that was not yours. That
bondage of slavery that came in from Russia, the chain is broken . and the Angel is
dangling in his hand, and stationed over Alaska, I literaly could see once there was
captivity and bondage and they were trying to make you have a sound that wasn’t
yours. I could literally hear the sound rising up from the land of Alaska and
reverberating across bearing strait into that land of Russia.

See this great land, functioned in a Kingdom way, in a very unique way, before man
tried to come and mess with it.
And when I saw this vision and He says that in this Holy Spirit Era, the unique identity
and sound of this great land and the glory that is so tangible in this great land is
breaking free and bubbling up from the land, just as the resources do and it will be an
oil that will cause a harvest of awakening .

When the mainland of our land America came in and tried to take your resources and
tried to make you something , instead of your unique identity, your unique ability to
walk in wholeness with the land and His people.

Rebecca Greenwood
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He is holding the chain in his right hand. Saying now Alaska is positioned for their
beautiful gate moment.

Combining three things tonight. We know what happened at Pentecost, they got filled,
the 120 with the Holy Spirit and there was awakening that happened.
Then in Acts 3, peter and john going to temple to pray, they walk by this beautiful gate.

This is why the angel is positioned over Alaska they way He is. Because there is a
breaking away of the past identity and unlocking with the keys from heaven , for this
beautiful gate moment for Alaska.
Gate beautiful is a time word, Horaos, it means like a now time. A right now time, right
time gate.
It wasn’t just beautiful, it was a divine , right time gate moment for what God was
about to do. To multiply from a revival work to a movement work.
And He sees the lame man and as he cries out for money. peter says, silver and gold I
do not have. rise up and walk.
This lame man, who had been positioned there almost his whole life suddenly gets
healed.
How many times did Jesus see this man ? every day… Jesus knew it was for the right
time moment, the right time for the movement to spread all thru the disciples and all
thru the apostles.
Peter suddenly, this is a moment. I saw Jesus do miracles. peter turns and says, rise up
and walk and 5000 more get saved.

I heard the Lord say for Alaska , where men tried to come , even in religious ways, and
make you lame and not walk the way you should, this is not only your beautiful gate
moment to walk in signs and wonders and miracles. But because of man in the past in
religious structures of man, that tried to make you lame , it is broken off now in Jesus
Name.

The angels I holding the chains…

Hearing the words about the harvest, . 5000 more get saved…

Then you have the religious people who kept the lame man bound by the beautiful
gate, all upset. And they bring peter and john in, and they began to question them and
try to intimidate them and make them not talk about Jesus and Holy Spirit and what
they have seen and heard.

Got to love Peter, radical on and radical off… peter looked right at them religious
leaders and said, “is it better for us to obey you or God… it is impossible for us not to
talk about what we have seen and heard.

We are in the very beginning of the greatest awakening of the move of God in the
history of Christianity in the world and he wants to intimidate us and rob our voice….
NOT WORKING…

Rebecca Greenwood
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The beauty of where we are , even for those that are hungry and thirsty. There is going
to be some stirring and shaking that this will cause.
There is going to be such a close communion and fellowship with holy spirit that when
we are told , don’t talk about Him, there will be such a moment , because we have
been in His presence and we know Him and we feel that boldness that fire begin to rise
up within us. we were like it is impossible , I will not shrink back and I will not be silent
about what I have seen , what I have heard and experienced. Because I Know Him and I
cannot deny Him

Sid Roth asked me if I thought people would really see the fire on us. I said absolutely,
if it was on Moses after 40 days what is it going to be like for us who have the privilege
to have Him continually 24/7.
Glory and Fire. Do we really know Him ? it is impossible not to talk about Who is He ,
In Alaska you are at this beautiful Horaos moment , there are certain places this
message, but He will not let me do it unless I am in a place that is truly hungry and
ready and saying Yes..

Here is this awesome part… they go back to other believers, Acts 4 and they go back ,
in verse 23. As soon as they were released from custody, peter and john went to the
other believers and explained all that had happened with high priest and elders, when
the believers heard their report, they raised their voices in unity, like minded, in one
heart . in one spirit. And they prayed. Lord Yahweh you are the Lord of all! You created
the universe- the earth, the sky, the sea and everything that is in them, and you spoke
by the Holy Spirit through your servant David, our forefather , saying…
How dare the nations plan a rebellion ,ranting and raging against the Lord most high.
Their foolish plots are futile… look at how the kings of the earth take their stand with
the rulers scheming and conspiring together against God and his anointed Messiah!

Sounds a little familiar, pretty similar in some ways.

They continued to pray, Herod and Pontius Pioilate, along with Jews and on-Jews met
together to take their stand against your holy servant, Jesus the Messiah.

They were coming together in that like mindedness to say, we see and understand
what is happening and what is occurring , we have that vision that ability , that Holy

Spirit vision that they got a Pentecost to see in a whole new way. so, they kept saying
this.
And in verse 31, at that moment they prayed , and when they prayed, Holy Spirit
baptize us with fire for signs and wonders and miracles and unrestrained boldness.

They just had Pentecost, now they are saying , we need another baptism of your fire,
because we just crossed from revival to a movement . and we are all going to carry it…

So when they did at that moment, the earth shook beneath them, causing the building
they were in to tremble.. the word shook, does not only mean the ground was shaking,
but there was
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such a baptism and empowerment and move at their surrender to move of the Holy
Spirit that when it shook, it dislodged something of the enemy.

We cry out DO it again Lord, DO it again, do it again…
Where there is such a baptism of fire, that not only are we empowered and your sons
and daughters to do the greater works than Jesus did, but Lord where the baptism
dislodges the schemes of the enemy.

Each one was filled with Holy Spirit and proclaimed the word of God with unrestrained
boldness.

Boldness that when you are with those that need , to say do you know Jesus, do you
know Holy Spirit..

Fresh fire, fresh baptism of fellowship of friendship. Signs and wonders and you are
walking in neighborhood and one crippled and Holy Spirit says remember lame word at
beautiful gate. Step out and ask can I pray for you…

On plane several years ago, so excited, in economy… empty room. music going…
comfortable. 2007 or 2008… sleeping… someone tap my feet and a woman motioned
for me to move my feet. moved and this lady sat in seat right next to me.
I turn and she said, can I ask a question. She said , are you a Christian?
Also, do you know how to cast out demons ?
She said I need deliverance.
I am Katheryn Kuhlmann’s 2nd cousin, called to operate in deliverance .
She said I need deliverance from issue on family bloodline.
When you walked on plane , Holy Spirit said that is who you have been praying for.
-This women got incredible deliverance and freedom on the plane that day.

What are people seeing on us?

Unrestrained boldness ,, beautiful part, all the believers were in one mind and
selfishness was not a part of their community, they shared everything they had with
one another.

Like mindedness for what the Lord was doing in that time.

While interceding for Alaska, I wrote this phrase down.
As Alaska walks thru this now , right time gate, He is awakening the sound of the
people in the land. And your unique kingdom identity , not a man-made identity, is
coming forth in this new ERA. He is causing time, to work for your good. Time to work
for your kingdom destiny. Your coming out of the lame moment and walking and
leaping with joy. And a sound of Glory from the wells of the land. It is the old sound of
the ancient ways and the ancient of days but anointed with Holy Spirit surrender and
fire.
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There is a promise, I could see in the past there were awesome revival moves or times
of awakening that have hit different regions of Alaska. I could see that in the Spirit and
what I literally saw in that vision, just as I prophesied earlier, that as the angel was
positioned over the state of Alaska with the chains in the left and right hand, that there
is a converging synergistic movement of His people and his fire that is occurring in this
now right time gate moment. That will go from even a revival from the remnant to a
movement that will sweep as fire across the state.

I heard the Lord saying , even in this season where Alaska is that there is a wind of Holy
Spirit blowing even governmentally on this state that will cause even awakening not
only from Alaska but that will sweep thru the first nations people from Alaska into and
throughout the rest of the United States. There is a governmental promise on this
state that will lead a nation.

And God has a call and anointed and appointed each of you for this Horaos, beautiful
right time gate ERA.

2 Cor 13:14.. may the grace and joyous favor of the Lord Jesus Christ, unambious …
unquestionable love of God and the precious communion, close association and
fellowship that we share in Holy Spirit be yours continually.

Acts 1:4-5 wait till you receive the divine promise, ….Holy Spirit…

Acts 1:8, I promise you this, Holy Spirit will come upon you and you will be seized with
power and you will be my messengers to …… the distances providences to the
remotest places on the earth.

They prayed and there came that suddenly moment, that sound like a might rushing
wind, came from heaven and filled the whole house where they were sitting and
appeared to them, tongues of fire.
(TPT)… fire engulfed them…
The Wind went down to the deepest part of each of them, that could transform them
from the inside out. For now, they were seeing with kingdom and heavens perspective.

When you walk into that work place, or the plane or the neighborhood, you walk into a
gvt building, all the sudden there is something different about you…. I hear the truth
of His word and the anointing and the sound…

We are in an ERA when rulers are scheming, we are seeing it. But it is time for the
greater fire. Of a beautiful gate moment.

With Holy Spirit we see what He sees, we hear what He hears.
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War from the glory, not strive for the glory.
Go low, more of you and less of me Holy Spirit.

There is a beautiful thing about His presence , in warfare there is no defeat in His glory
presence. Only victory. Because He is ALL victory.

When such a deep encounter in his presence, we cannot remain silent.

The kind of prayer Rees Howells operated in, that is how they shifted the history of the
world.

Who wants more fire, deeper in Him. fresh baptism of fire, prayer, intercession,
decreeing, declaring that He is bringing us into in Holy Spirit fire…

I want to be one that prays history making world shifting kingdom of God prayers that
sees what you see and hear what your hearing and even in your place of intercession, I

see what your doing and hear what you’re doing and I can hone in with razor sharp
focus on the schemes of the enemy
That he knows I’ve seen it, because you have to see it from heaven to see it.

Rebecca Greenwood
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Literally while Robert has been playing the flute, the Lord took me in a vision.

I am seeing in this vision , the sound the ancient pathway sounds of the land of Alaska.
Are skipping across this state, and the nation, and the nations.
And He says it is time for the sound of awakening of the ancient pathway sound , the
land of Alaska to skip across this state, the great land. To skip across the great land, the
great land of Alaska . and He says that as the glory is uncapped in this great land of
Alaska, the Holy Spirit will skip across the nation and the nations with the sound of
awakening and revival, mixed and converged together with the sound of the ancient
pathways of His people
The Lord says, don’t you know that there was a sound that was happening in this land,
even 1000’s of years ago that glorified my Son..
And He says the veil of hiddenness over the great land of Alaska, is being removed by
the glory and the fire of the Holy Spirit. And in this new era , the sound of the ancient
pathways, of the Holy Spirit will and is skipping across Alaska to the nation and to the
nations. And

Oh Russia, do you hear, do you hear the sound that is coming from this great land
across the bearing strait into the indigenous people of the land of Russia. He says the
dance will move beyond the ice dance of the bearing strait. And it will cross and

penetrate in to the indigenous people of the land and of Russia, that will awaken a
continent to the Fathers heart of love.

China, don’t you think you have escaped. China don’t you think you have escaped the
sound , because China the sound of the ancient pathway of Alaska, will not only dance
across Russia but into China, and even the resources that go into China from the nation
from the land from the great land of the first nations of Alaska will carry the glory
sound of the Lord and the Holy Spirit fire that will put out the fire of the red dragon.

Becca’s intercessor
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And as the sound the sound was going forth and the Lord was restoring your ancient
sound, I saw the strangest thing,
I saw pigeons begin to come from all areas of the nation and the nations.
And the Lord said all the of the destiny and all of the strategy and all of the dreams
and all of the vision that you thought Alaska had lost, I am bringing your pigeons home
to roust says the Lord. And I am restoring everything that hope deferred has robbed
from you, because of my great love and they will join in the ancient chorus as it goes
around .
And the Lord says, it will be a completed sound now. Because I am calling your pigeons
home.

Mary Glazier
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Halleluiah,,
there is a call going out right now to rise up higher

God is saying to His people, this is the night, this is the night that you will break thru
this resistance that has held you down.
The Lord says Yield your hearts to the Lord, yield your thoughts to Him. for this is the
night the Lords ear is tipped towards you.
For God has called this land to rise up into the outer reaches of His anointing and you
will find Glory falling upon you, you will find healing falling upon you, you will find
deliverance falling upon you. you will find them coming home.
Rise up says the Lord, rise up says the Lord, rise up says the Lord.

Sara Jokela
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And the Lord was showing me that the ancient wells , the ones that we thought were
dry and barren in the land, we have been re-digging those wells. And as of right now
during our praise and worship, those wells have been re-filling.
So, the Lord says, don’t wait to see the water come to the top. Know that the water is
already there and that the provision is already there. Dip your cup into that water,
because that is where your help is coming from. Declare the filling of the wells , the
ancient wells are no longer dry, they have come to life again, today.

Eleanor Roehl
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And I hear the Spirit of the Lord say, even the Fathers heart say, Come Home, Come
Home. Come Home and roust and let your sound loose . for this is the time for my
prodigals to come home ,
This is the time for those who are wandering in the wilderness to come home . it is
time for those that have been scattered, to be gathered again. Says the good heavenly
Father .

HE says, this is a safe place for you , this is a place where you can grow and rest and be
assured and matured into who I have called you to be , what I have called you to do.
So, I say to you ,to do this sound that is going out is a sound of Come Home. Come
Home and I will adorn you and I will give you my signet ring of authority and I will
crown you for indeed it is Alaska’s crowing season.
I have married this land and I say to this great land. You shall birth and you shall birth
and you shall bring forth, and no longer will you be out of time, no longer will you be
delayed, but I say that you are right on time, you are in step and in sync with me and
now we shall move and take dominion over this land called Alaska, for my Kingdom
purposes.
Says your good heavenly Father..

Heather Ramert
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While in my car yesterday, I was looking at drifts of snow in front of me, and there
looked to be stalks of wheat that had remained from the summer season into the
winter. The snow had piled up these 3-foot golden stalks with heads of grain on them.
And I thought of John 4:35, behold , I say to you lift up your eyes and look at the fields,
for they are already white for the harvest.
But this picture in front of me, kept my attention of the winter snow being part of the
white for harvest. I couldn’t shake it off and I had the thoughts, that what if we the
church looked at harvest in this type of field. We would never think to look in the snow.
I found myself asking, what does this mean Lord ?
I sense the Lord saying that we are to look for the harvest in these bleak seemingly
frozen hearted fields.
Now to a vision I had today:
An angel was holding 3 keys , and I asked what do the keys mean ?

He said they were keys that unlock the past 3 generations of Gods people to go to the
harvest. These keys unlocked people’s mindset and heart sets to receive the younger
generation, and overlook their visible markings of their world views and cultural norm
to instead see kingdom changers and world challengers.
The angel then had a key and said, this is a now key to unlock people’s hearts for
harvest, it was communicated that this present younger generation has many visible
signs of their choices to distance themselves and set themselves apart as ones who
may be marked in their self-conflict in their cry for true identity and help than the 3
generations past.
I was told this 4th key , this Now key, is to unlock people’s hearts to reach out to those
who think they have gone too far in expressing their deepest feelings of rejection and
hopelessness, by challenging and some even changing their God given identity. It is a
cry for someone to tell them who they really are and whose they are.
I hear the Lord saying, Ge t ready church for this is harvest of souls, this is the time, I
will cut thru the confusion to reveal a soul lost and a soul saved, I am Lord of the
harvest, and I am asking you to say Yes, to this harvest.
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Eleanor Roehl
First gold crown put on miss America.
100 means fullness, recompense.
For Alaska and Alaska’s place in the nation.
This is Alaska time for full recompense and it also means full harvest.

I am crowning my ecclesia with a heavenly wisdom that has been held up until now ,
this hidden wisdom will unlock ancient paths of the spirit realm that cannot be

discerned in the natural or by this world which comes from the 2nd heaven , but this
hidden wisdom has been held up until my remnant can come into such a maturity to
access this key that would dethrone the rulers of this age and unlock the supernatural
mysteries of my kingdom that need is to be established at such a time as this, even as
the first nations have come into their kingdom place, the supernatural realm of heaven
and earth are responding in a new way. I am forming a new earth and my glory is
coming forth in a new way . this supernatural glory from on high will dethrone iniquity,
principalities and rulers of this age. I am also decoding plans, plots schemes of the
enemy but I am raising up new code talkers, new wind walkers and new water walkers
in my spirit realm, who will know how to unlock my spirit realm and release the wealth
and treasures of darkness for my kingdom purposes.

Eleanor: Declaring and decreeing the crowning of Alaska has taken place and ecclesia is
being raised up to unlock ancient paths in the spirit realm…
We will become new wind walkers, code talkers, water walkers in the supernatural
realm that will unlock hidden mysteries of the kingdom of God for this new ERA.

Barb Rewalt
As we walk in humility the crowning is going on. Being fulfilled in us.
Emphasis on relationship , with the King. Into His heart in new ways in this time.
Sitting above circumstances and not in them.
Relationship.

Mary Glazier
Crown signifies authority, we represent whoever is crowning us.

So important to walk as the ecclesia who has been crowned with His Glory
The Lord says He doesn’t give His glory to another , the word another means, another
of a different kind. We are not of a different kind. We are of His seed and we belong.

Declaring over Alaska: Duet 33:2b at His right hand there was flashing lightening , for
then He loves the people. all the holy ones are in His hand and they followed in His
steps and everyone received of His word

Reminded me of word thru Dutch sheets years ago.
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Job 36:31 for by these He judges people, He gives food in abundance , listen don’t
worry about lack of food.
He covers His hand with lightening and commands it to strike the mark and the noise
declares His presence .

Therefore, when we are standing as sons of the king and we make declaration over the
nation. We stand crowned by the Lord and the lightening that is in His hand, when we
make a decree shifts and changes things in the heavenlies and it strikes the mark.

Decreeing over United States of America…
reversal of the curse that has been upon this land.
Loose the blessing over united states and Alaska.

Alaska being crowned as a miss America state to impact united states.
We release the lightening…
This nation is shifting now.
Binding and loosing… over America…

Robert
Romans 35: who could ever divorce us from the endless love of the anointed one.

We are more than overcomers…
We are triumphant over them all. His demonstrated love is our glorious victory…

Robert praying into this.

Eleanor
And is not only is the Lord crowning Alaska with authority, He is crowning Alaska with
favor and with abundance , and nothing, and no one will be able to stop the abundant
flow of His harvest, the abundant flow of his favor, the abundant flow of His resources,
no one, no government on earth will be able to stop the favor upon Alaska. As Alaska
becomes very key to the nation and the nations of the earth .

Eleanor praying, declaring and decreeing into this…

Your blood oh God being over every part of Alaska… no weapon formed against
Alaska will prosper…

Deborah
This 2022 is the year for many, to step out of the place of where one feels like
wandering, or like in the place between what was, and what is to be.
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Suddenly, will those who have been sensing a different place, a place of unknown to
them, no longer where they once felt, as in assignment, in kingdom family, and in
kingdom forward momentum.
Suddenly they will leap like a café, into a place waiting for them.
They will find their feet in the place meant for them a place waiting for them. .
For the past had its purpose and it was part of the journey.
So also, is the waiting, part of the journey.
There have been testing in the waiting.
For He is Finding those whose hearts are for Him. and he is Forging those whose heart
is to say yes, Yes Lord, I will sit at your feet during this time. I will gaze up to you and
listen and be in your presence and commune with you.
He sees everything with pure understanding, How beautiful His insights. without
disorder.
TPT SOS..
So, during this testing time of waiting, and the quiet times of waiting and the near still
times of waiting, and even for some, in the busy time of waiting. The Lord says,

Have I not shod your feet for the journey that was, and will I not shod your feet for
what is ahead.
I do not bring you to a place and leave you. for I have re-clothed many in this last
stretch of the journey, and I will re-cloth many in the next stretch.

Some feel like the Shunamite in the Song of Solomon. Like they should have ran to the
door and answered it sooner, because they heard him knock, then when they got to
the door He had left.
But know this, I hear Him say I haven’t gone anywhere away from you, I am still
wooing you , I am still adoring your adoration. For your undying devotion to me is the
most yielded sacrifice. sos tpt..
So many of us are sensing this. Like in TPT SOS
I opened my soul to my beloved, but suddenly he seemed gone. and my heart was torn
out in longing for him. I sought his presence , his fragrance, but could not seem to find
him anywhere. I called out for him, yet I could not hear him answer me. I will arise and
search for him until I find him. The way He leads me is divine. His leadership -so pure
and dignified.

See that I have brought you to a place where I want to visit with you, I am drawing you
to sit at my feet, even as Mary did,
for a time so many were like Martha, busy with so many things, I am drawing you into a
new communing with me He says. A time of communing…a time of me and you, you
and me.
In the silence, listen, for you will hear my breath , breathing upon you in a new way.
Causing you to be renewed and changed from the very core of your being.

For my breath is like the north wind, that brings conviction , yet also like the south
wind that brings comfort.
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There is life in my breath He says. I am breathing new life into the dry bones, into
those places of stillness.
For I have not stepped aside, I am longing for you to sit at my feet, glean and receive ,
for the next leap will be one that you will pull from this time of communing , taking it
with you and thankful for this time of sitting in my presence. You will come back to
this place of communing, because this is where you find me, that is where you will
know who I am, and who You are in Me.

For you carry My fragrance He says, and in My presence, know that you are soaking up
a greater fragrance that will fill the places I have for you in the next stretch.
So, get ready for the leap. 2022.. ….

Position yourself for the leap.

Get ready, get set and He will say when to GO…

9/11/21 Chuck Pierce to the Alaska team at GOZ
For I say you have quenched your shout, and you have quenched your sword
I say now I am restoring your shout and I am restoring your sword
Get ready for your mouth will go to war now in a new way.
And your hands will prosper in a new way
But it is for my harvest saithe the Lord.

Get ready you are coming in and stepping into the day ahead……

Karen
This morning I awoke in His presence.. tangible sense of his peace and love. It is well
with my soul.
Pondering it all day. I heard the Lord say
There is a kind of hush. I saw like a cloud with a face breathing and releasing breath.
I saw this Lord , the releasing breath , not only over this state but over the nation as
well.
as I waited on Him , it was his breath of life, His tangible presence , releasing His hush
upon hearts, his peace, that sense of well-being in the midst of darkness this hour.
The Spirit of the Lord says, I am bringing a hush upon the heart of those who know me
this hour I am bringing a hush upon those who have been in the midst of violent
storms. I am bringing a hush to hearts in the midst of great loss. I am bringing a hush to
hearts in the midst of hope deferred, I am bringing a hush to hearts that have been
persevering in the midst of great trial, I am bringing a hush to hearts in the midst of
great transition, and you will know my presence and my peace and my love that will
awaken you into a fresh dimension of relationship in me for the days ahead.
He said let go of the past, do not dwell on the days gone by.
He is really underscoring that, let go of the past, let go of the lost. Do not dwell on the
days gone by. For I am doing a new thing , it will spring up and spring forth suddenly. I
will catapult you into the new says the Lord, come with me, let go of what has been
and journey into your future this is an hour you will say. It is well with my soul.
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For I am bringing a hush to heart to bring new life and a resurrection surge of life,
power and purpose in me says the lord.
Karen declaring this word into us….. praying into this… declaring army of believers
rising up declaring it is well with my soul…. With new purpose… drawing many into
kingdom…

Eleanor
I heard the Lord say, He is releasing a finishing anointing for this past year.
There is a finishing anointing He is releasing right now. Not only into hearts. But into
families. But even into different situations.
God deals with us on many levels. Personally, in our hearts, and then he deals with our
sphere of influence, whether over businesses or ministries, he deals with us and gives
us authority over villages towns states and nations.
From the crowning individually but also over a sphere of influence and he deals with us
in our hearts and how we allow him to deal with us in our hearts and allow us to go
thru these things well will bring the finishing anointing so we can cross over into our
future.

I was seeing the Lord bring a finishing anointing so that many do to have to lament
over this past year and over the past couple years. Where it has been super hard.

Then with the word about the north wind meaning conviction and the south wind
meaning comfort.
I saw the north wind and the south wind come together in the atmosphere and I saw a
clashing of swords in the heavenlies in the nation, not just in Alaska but in the nation.

Eleanor : Releasing angels armies of heaven being released now to do battle in the
heavenlies over the clashing of the swords, not only over Alaska, but over the nation.
Praying into his…

Eleanor
This is the second dream that I have had about an invasion on Alaska.
Dream : Dec 10th 2021
There were no bombs or shots fired, no missals It was thru the intel. There was a
breach of intelligence from the highest level, (meaning DC).
And then it was like the states were left to fight for themselves . and the government
had to decide whether to release the military , I also saw certain leaders who were
captured by the military to use them to get information thru spyware and others were
just extremely afraid. I was trying to send messages to our team that we must come
together and stay together. But some were off in a frenzy. I was also cooking moose
stew and rice for those who could come to house, but our house looked more like a
watch tower. Where I was able to observe what was happening. The enemy did not
have full advantage but gained access. They were looking for certain leaders. To get
intelligence.
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As I was before the Lord about the dream, the Lord said it was not only important to
be in communion with Him , and healthy communication with the Lord but with one
another to establish covenant relationships. And also, He was wanting to restore alters
of authentic worship until His glory came.

He said find the right lenses to see vulnerable spots in ourselves and talking about that
a little about that tonight.
And portals of entry points.
And release my angel armies over strategic areas of military government
communication’s systems, over our families and over different areas of sphere of
influence that we have.
Eleanor praying, declaring and decreeing into this…

Eileen
God has placed prophets in strategic places for such a time as this to hear the plans of
the enemy and bring those to , if family, state or national level to be bold.
Eileen praying into this… cause us to tune our ears to hear…

Robert
A dream I had 2 nights ago
In dream driving truck, Eleanor in truck and another. I crossed over this bridge. As I was
crossing over bridge, I saw guy dressed in dark clothing. He was drawing symbols all
over the bridge from one side to the other. I drove past him and pulled over in my truck
on the other side of the bridge and I said this is not right. I got out of the truck and
walked back to the bridge and where he was drawing demonic symbols all over the
bridge , and I just began to cancel those demonic curses that he was losing, I began to
pray in tongues and began to cancel those demonic curses and everything that had
been loosed that were trying to prevent others from crossing over to the other side. As
I did this, walking on top of the symbols and canceling those curses, this guy he looked
up with his eyes like red, as he came toward me as if to take me out, I held my hand up
and said , I rebuke you and I rebuke those demonic spirits inside of you. and as I did
that his body flew back and hit the ground and I began to rebuke those spirits out of

him and then his head came up and he looked like a diff person because he had been
delivered from those demonic spirits.

The enemy has tried to send curses and prevent us from crossing over.
There is a crossing over that God has for us in 2022. He has got His kingdom warriors
that are ready to cross over
Robert praying into this…

Eleanor
That goes for us personally, as a state and a nation..
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Mary
Reminds me of something a number of years ago.
We had to cross over to come to this church gathering that was full of light
As we were starting to cross over I came to this women and she was weeping , and
afraid to cross over because everything seemed dark and scary to her. I put my arms
around her and I said. Come with me, we will walk over together.
I was so full of light that it lite up the path.

I believe this is the season for crossing over , there are timid ones, afraid because of
the media, because of this covid, finances, food , airlines reservations being canceled.
There is fear everywhere. But this is the season to put our arms around them and say ,
come I will help you and walk with you. and they can cross over with us..
Mary praying declaring and decreeing into this… we walk in full authority of the
crowning He has given us.

Eileen
Word Cindy Jacobs gave Dec 31, 2020 , about families who have gone thru tragedy….

The remnant of your family is going to get a double portion mantle for what Satan tried
to do. I am going to pour out my spirit upon the family and the testimony is going to
come out this as I visit them. And I will not leave one out says the Lord, not one having
challenges. And the Lord says I am going to do this , and the Lord says, it will be like a
shot heard around the world that will overcome what Satan has tried to do. And the
Lord says I am going to open so many doors for you in coming days , Alaska will be in
the news for good says the Lord, I am getting ready to crown Alaska with my goodness
says the Lord. I am getting ready to crown Alaska with my prosperity, I am getting
ready to crown my native people with such a blessing, for there is treasure that I am
going to reveal that is going to be for the native people says the Lord . and the villages
that are very poor and even suffering right now, they are going to see a tremendous
turn around. And the Lord says I will use you for revival in the north , two of you are
fire in the north. And I thank you for fire, fire fire..

Eilleen.. declaring into this… praying… calling this word over Alaska… into 2022…
doubling doubling doubling…

Eleanor
Psalm 65: 11
You crowned the earth with the fruits of your goodness.
Wherever you go the tracks of your chariot wheels drip with oil.
Luxuriant green pastures boast of your bounty, as you make every hillside blossom with
joy.
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The grazing meadows are covered with flocks, and the fertile valleys are clothed with
grain, each one dancing and shouting for joy, creations celebration! There all singing
their songs of praises to you!

Eleanor praying into this… new wine of revelation, He has crowned us with his
goodness and His glory… we declare a crowning over the nation from Alaska… and
into the nations of the earth… the glory of the Lord be upon you..

Karen
Kept hearing crossing over, crossing over
Joshua 3:5. Consecrate yourselves for tomorrow the Lord will do wonders among you

This is an important time of consecration. Letting Holy Spirit bring conviction of what
was to be purged, needs to go. Forgive where you need to forgive.

Ephesians; throw off some things.. renounce.
Let Him flush it out by His love.
Today is an important day of consecration of walking in these signs wonders and
miracles

Deborah
For the flip side of old patterns and habits will begin to appear. As some of these old
habits and patterns carried by my people, were for a time and a stretch, but . Watch
and see the flip. Embrace the flip. For in the flip you will walk anew, see anew, speak
anew, hear anew…
Where once you chose to respond one way,,, watch and see the flip… allow the flip to
turn you to sunny side up.
----He was also showing me how Paul had to re-route his trips… as we are praying into
traveling mercies for so many..

Mary
Was watching tv today, about a flip. At the time of the flip you have to be strapped in,
because everything gets turned upside down and shaken and there is a changing in
speed and direction for the purpose of the agenda.
Mary decreeing this upon us… we are agreeing with the flip taking place upon us right
now…we are strapped in…

Robert praying over the call .
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Eleanor
I hear the Spirit of the Lord saying, that even as I cause you to go on this new flip, I say
that you will not slip, you will not fall to the ground , I say to you, that I am taking you
on a new adventurous trip. And on this new adventurous trip, I will give you new keys
to my kingdom and the old keys we will throw away, for I say to you that I am even
giving you a new mindset to go on this new adventure with me. even as you allow me
to turn you upside down and take you even thru this adventurous ride I say to you that
it will be fun and you will be on a new stride , for I say , it will not cause any blockages
but I say that even this flip will be fun for I say that you will have a new pun you will
sing a new song, new songs are being released, new mindsets are being released in this
season and that which caused you to trip in the old season will not allow you to be
tripped or slipped again. For I say to you that there is a new forthrightness that I am
putting in your backbone there is a new strength in your backbone that I am putting
within you. and I am Suring things up that needs to be sured, and I am finishing some
old assignments and old appointment and things that have caused you to slip in this
last season. But now I say this new flip is going to cause you to go on a new
adventurous ride with me. and no longer will it be laborious , for is say to you , that
you are entering into a new season of fun with me. and yes, in this new season of fun,
there will be times of seriousness with me but it will be a season of love, peace and joy
in the Holy Ghost.

Robert
Jesus said… are you weary, carrying a heavy burden… come to me. I am your oasis…
learn my ways discover I am gentle easy to please. Refreshment and rest in me… all I
require of you will be pleasant and easy to bare…

Eleanor Roehl

Family Friday post

12/21/2021

I am creating a new heart within the hearts of my people a heart holy set after me, a
heart wholly set after me, I am jump starting many hearts who have got weary in well
doing.
And even unto hearts that became so weary that they started wanting to give up.
For I say to you , it will be like waking up after a long cold winters night as I give you
new insight into my kingdom and remove the enemy’s plight to take you off course and
cause you to fight the wrong fight. For it is not flesh and blood don’t you see , yes, you
will begin to see with a new clarity the path that I have set for you, no longer will you
wander to and for like a lost child, but I will release a fresh wind of my Holy Spirit to
blow away the fog and confusion and you will begin to see the path that I set you on
and begin to take you into your future.
You will begin to see the blueprint of success , for the things that you have believed me
for. You will begin to see what seemed to be a delay become your supernatural
upgrade and you will begin to have a new pep in our step as I restore you to the joy of
your salvation.
And watch how I begin to rebuild ancient ruins of this nation.
And watch and see how I begin to topple structures and principalities of the
imposters, even that which has been main stream , and wide stream , and dry up their
resources.
For I am leveling the playing field of the economy ,to bring in my kingdom transference
of wealth, government, and infrastructure, my church will no longer operate in the
same way.
for I am changing the very mind set into my kingdom mandate in the earth, to operate
with a new garden mindset, to steward the harvest of increase.

So, go with my Spirits flow as we step, as we step into the deep and cast kingdom
harvest net for this new season and in this new Era..
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Robert.
I woke hearing
Come all you that are heavy laden and burdened and I will give you rest.

He said come to Him… then He will refresh … there is an action word…
We are coming to the Lord, whatever is heavy and weighty on our mind.
Mat 11:25 Father I thank you for you are Lord supreme ruler over heaven and earth
and you have hidden great revelation of your authority to those who are proud and
think they are wise and unveil to little children.
He is able to unveil … his gracious plan to extend His kingdom… ..
No one knows the Son except the Father…. And the Father the Son… .. and He
unveils to us…
You who are weary carrying a heavy burden, come to me and I will refresh your life, I
am an oasis, simply join your life with mine , learn my ways and you will discover I am
gentle humble and easy to please, you will find refreshment and rest in me. for all I
require of you will be pleasant and easy to bare.
Robert praying into this….. we come to you tonight Father… you are the strength of
our life… we take our joy in you tonight Father.. speaking strength over those in the
outskirts.. and sending angels of warfare on our behalf.

Eleanor
Song, Holy Spirit rain down, you are a comforter and friend …
I believe this is the time of Holy Spirit, Holy Spirit wants to lead us and guide us into the
way of all truth. That the Holy Spirit wants to be our comforter and best friend.
We welcome you Holy Spirit.. we release presence and power of Holy Spirit tonight …
Praying into this

Alaska is becoming more strategic and key, not only to the nation but to the nations of
the earth. There is great warfare in the heavenlies and in the earth realm of this great
land and over this great land. There is a contending over the resources, the land the
geographic placement of Alaska, even where we are geographically located there is a
warfare over, even over our land and geographic settling. But also, over the spiritual
inheritances and DNA , and atmosphere of Alaska. This is the time where in you will
come and must learn to co labor with my angle armies of heaven to withstand wicked
agendas and to hold the line in the spirit realm in unity as my governing leaders over
this state. This is the time to be led by my Holy Spirit, in every decision, in your
gatherings and even in your comings and goings. No longer will it be sufficient to do
what you please to be led by your soul realm, but this is the time for my supernatural.
You must be sharpened in your spiritual senses again, to decipher that which is of the
soul and that which is of the Spirit. That which is of an earthly wisdom and that which
is of my heavenly
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wisdom. That which is a demonic supernatural and that which is of the Holy Spirit
supernatural. For many have become dull, dry and weary. But I say be filled and
refueled with my Holy Spirit

and fire again. For the Lord is expanding us outside from where we have been
comfortable into a new move of His spirit. God is moving some of you out and He says,
move in My faith and watch the kingdom of God get expended in you and thru you . to
the people who need you.

This is a time of real obedience and stepping out by faith with Holy Spirit and learning
to co-labor with the angel armies of heaven.
I believe in this new year, even as we get speakers up here especially the February one,
I believe will be very key and strategic to Alaska and the nation.
We will get real kingdom understanding on how to co labor with the angel armies of
heaven and earth and so I believe that we are going to also be receiving new kingdom
assignments in this new year. There is also an expansion out of where we have been
laboring in, into a new laboring field. And to each one that will look differently.
There will be a lot of turbulence, the Lord woke me up on morning and he said ,
turbulence, turbulence, turbulence on every front and in every sphere. But He says as
we learn to come up higher and be seated with him in the heavenly places, we will do
warfare from that place.
From His glory and being seated with him we will be going to do warfare. Not in the
earthly ream and not in the soulish realm. HE says be careful not to be distracted by all
the turbulence that is going on. But stay high, continue to rise above it in the Spirit
realm. And this is by staying in His word daily, praying in your spirit language daily . and
it will sharpen your spiritual senses and your spiritual man will become more stronger
and more sure in this season.

Jennifer

John 13:16 very truly I tell you servants are not greater than their master, nor are
messengers greater than the one who sent them. If you know these things, you are
blessed if you do them. And when I ask you are blessed if you do them.

I felt the Lord emphasizing me, that many are being stretched and this year are going
to be put in positions never been in before. He kept emphasizing 2 things to me.
If we walk in humility with him, that the power of the Lord will shine thru us
And every place he calls us into, whether he is calling you to be a messenger, whether
he is calling you to receive, or give . He just kept emphasizing to me. if I’ve called , if
I’ve called you to give wealth , rejoice in that, if called you to serve of your time, rejoice
in that. not one is better than another, it is all about our attitude of humility and being
able let the Lord work thru us at this time. He also emphasized the word rumbling.
Flying back into anchorage this week I have never felt that kind of turbulence. And I
sensed a difference in the approach , it was like , you have the peace in me, but don’t
be surprised by the turbulence. Don’t be surprised.
Emphasis, when we do stay in place of humility, that we do not have to fear big
assignments.
We do not have to fear. Not one is more important than another…
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Emphasis , a lot of cleaning and cleanup this last year thru prayer but we need to
sweep out the corners, really go thru our houses and inventory and ask the Lord is
there anything yet to be cleaned up to walk before you with boldness, with peace and
joy.
Jennifer…declaring and decreeing and praying into this..

Sara Jokela
Hold Tight to the hem of my garment, hold tight to the hopes and dreams that I have
placed in you hold tight for your healing for the deliverance I have promised you. hold
tight to who I am. Hold tight to my word because it holds what you need.
And He gave me the word fastidious. Normally has to do with control.
Showing attention to detail. Careful attention, … it’s an action word.
He said He is calling us into a fastidious season of listening to his voice. To pay careful
attention in a posture of expectation. So not settling for not hearing his word. Or not
settling and being confused about what is happening in your life.
This morning as I was praying…
Mark 13:5-8 and Jesus began to say to them, take heed that no one deceives you, for
many will come in my name and say, I am HE and will deceive many , but when you
hear of wars and rumors of wars, do not be troubled for such things must happen. But
the end is not yet, for nation will rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom, and
there will be earthquakes in various places and there will be famines and troubles.
Therese are the beginnings of sorrows.

My commentary says “birth pains”… the earth is birthing . we are birthing in
supernatural, to see these things not as attack or end of time, but beginning of
something new.
We should behave in such a way that we are treated or considered a plague to the
enemy ,
Acts 24:5 Paul was a plague to the people there and that he , I heard a warning to keep
watch to those who come with insincere flattery or promises or things that come in
your ear because , ask the Lord for more discernment on what motives are, so that we
don’t align ourselves incorrectly .

I heard because especially that because this is a prophesied time of transference of
wealth, but also the transference of wealth can be a greater measure of influence, or
an increase of our giftings, and not just money wealth, but people want part want of
that, and attempt to have your misaligned. To sharpened our supernatural senses as
we discern the Lords voice. In this time , not be deceived by enemies tricks or lies. Fear
or foreboding, which is an apprehension of world events. We want to cut that off, we
need to instead to praise for the birthing that of the things that we see happening.
I specifically heard the Lord say. Prepare your hearts , stay humble in spirit, but bold in
expectation of His voice those other things , when the earth shifts, you shift. He says
to focus in and guard your own ground, stay on your assignment and don’t stray. Don’t
try and manage someone else’s sphere., stay in your own lane.
I saw some fiery darts be launched in the air and in the middle of attack they went dark
. declare and discern and ask the Lord for supernatural education on how do those
things and
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prepare your space to quench the attach of enemy before it gets to you . rest in
streams in the stream of wisdom and pools of mercy. The Lord has streams of wisdom
and pools of mercy available to us.
Be quick to give up offense, so that divisiveness and division is not happening in your
home and your heart.
I saw an outstretched hand, and the Lord placed a coin in the hand , and the hand goes
closed and it opens up and suddenly there were three coins there. So, the Lord saying
that there's new riches and new depths of knowledge being given in this, it’s a season
of multiplication.
New understanding of the trinity , of the word of the gifts that are being released.
Stop in those moments and be in awe of the Lord and so You oh God are so good…

Sara praying , declaring, decreeing into this…..

Rosalind
Last night, on prayer line with couple of women.. praying at end of prayer one was
praying and said. I don’t know what I just saw , but I saw footprints and they were all
going in the same direction and so I went to sleep and I remember saying before I went
to sleep. Father I miss my morning prayer lines, I would like to pray in the morning
again. So, I received a phone call this morning from a mighty prayer warrior and we
shared our hearts about a situation and we prayed. And the spirit of intercession didn’t
leave me. because I heard footsteps, I kept hearing footsteps, I was saying Father I have
heard that before. .
It was audible thing, but I didn’t see anything , just heard it. HE said when did you hear
it before. It was when I lived in Anchorage. So, inquired and He said that is the
footprints of the prodigals they are coming back, they are coming back. When I heard
fastidious. I thought fast they are coming.. but when you said it, you know there is a
process and I believe this is really what the Father is saying there is a process that He
has given us to do as a people and we repent about a lot of things because that is what
is in the heart of the church, cleaning out the corners. As I pressed into this… Jesus
was a laid down lover, and I said what does that mean? And I looked it up. It said , well,
he laid his life down for you, for his friends, for the lost and he said I’m laying down
right now, I’m laying down for those that are lost . in Alaska, I have heard some things
and thought wow that’s bad stuff… and I’m from New York and I’m like wow that’s bad
stuff. I have seen the laid down lover. he is wooing the prodigals of this state unto him.
and I believe it’s because of the intercession , the prayers that have gone before us, the
move of Holy Spirit that was dug here before.
I want to repent for my unbelief that the prodigals are coming.
Rosalind praying into this… repenting… that the laid down lover is waiting for you to
come and lay down beside him…

Eleanor
When I was praying this morning, I saw this vision and in this vision, I saw the Lord just
, I was seeing a swirling, and hearing it, and I thought it was a whirlwind , but when I
looked into the vision, as I leaned into the vision I saw it was like the Lord was swirling
a net around and then it
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became slower and slower and then he threw it, and as he threw the new out it was a
net he threw all across the state. And He said , this is my kingdom net that I am
drawing in my family , this is my family net that I am throwing out. That will catch the
families, and the prodigals and the sons and the daughters. And those that have
walked away from the Lord. He says I am setting my family net out and the enemy
cannot stop it.
And so, we just declare and decree that the family net is being set and that the families
are coming in and being drawn in together and the prodigals are truly coming home
and miracle testimonies of His goodness and His glory. in Jesus Name.

Eileen
As we were getting ready to end 2021, what I felt the Lord said
Eccl 3:11 God has set eternity in the heart of man, and I think that goes back to the
people being drawn to the Lord and the Holy Spirit being able to seek them out ,
minister and it says, He has made everything beautiful and appropriate in his time, he
hath also planted eternity or a purpose in the human heart, a mysterious longing
which nothing under the sun can satisfy except God, yet man cannot find out,
comprehend, grasp, what God has done, His overall plan from the end to the
beginning.

God stands outside of time, He created tie for us
In Isaiah He talks about the children of Israel coming out of Egypt.
He promised to go before you and I will be your rear guard ..

As I was thinking at the end of 2021 going into 2022 what I felt was He said
I am going to go back in time. There is that verse that says He will restore the years the
cancer worm ate,
Whatever those loose ends are that we feel are still hanging out there, hanging on to
us. That we fret about. He is wrapping those things up to complete that now. So, we
can go forward into 2022. He has already gone before us, He already has plans to
prosper us and not harm for us. And so, to rest assured that we can end 2021 , move
forward into 2022 and know that HE has good things in store for us in every aspect of
our lives.
Be encouraged in what He is doing.

Robert
All these words have been , prepare yourselves, enter in, prepare into next season.
What he has for us, but what are we going to do to come to prepare ourselves ?
What are we doing, cleansing ourselves ?
Reminded me of a dream.
Eleanor and I in my truck, crossing over bridge, right in middle of bridge I saw guy in
dark clothes, he was on the bridge and he was drawing demonic symbols and curses
from one side of the bridge to the other side of the bridge . and it was like blocking,

blocking people from crossing over the bridge . and we went over, drove right over the
bridge and went to the other
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side. But I just in my heart , I said that’s not right, so I pulled truck over , got out of
truck , got to center of bridge, and started walking over those demonic symbols and I
started just breaking curses and breaking off those things , and as I was breaking off
those things, the curses and the symbols began to disappear on that bridge and that
the one making those symbols looked at me and his eyes were red and hatred looking
at me and he began to walk toward me as if to attack me , and I just stretched out my
hand I just said I rebuke you in the name Jesus . and as I did that he flew backwards
and hit his back and for moments there he was just laying down then he lifted up his
head. And it’s like he completely delivered and set free. no longer the rage in his eyes,
he had been set free. and really what eh Lord is saying.
He wants us to realize there are things that we have to overcome, those demonic
things and demonic assignments that have been sent against us. The place of sin in our
hearts and the corners of our hearts that need to be swept out and repented of , all of
those things he’s dealing with us, so that he wants us to prepare ourselves to cross
over to the other side, into the next assignment , into the next place . that he is causing
us to go into , the he is extending His kingdom in us and thru us.
So, it is an assignment going from 2021 to 2022, but there is some work for us to do to
prepare ourselves.

Eleanor

But that also says, that we have all power and authority over serpents and scorpions
and that we can walk and tread over them and they are under our feet in Jesus name
And as we cross over many will also cross over
As we were on vacation, I had a plan I was going to seek the Lord for certain things…
He said NO you are not, I want you to sit down and be quiet , I want you to seek me for
ME, not for another word, for another strategy. Because many of my leaders have done
that.
I repented…
He said I want you to get to know me in another way, to just sit with me and spend
time with me and allow me to heal your heart.

That is a simple word, but in order to cross over into new year and more .
I want to remove the outer crust that I had over my heart and allow him to go deeper
and vulnerable and know Him in a new way.
As I did this, and He healed me, and still healing me and I am sensing healing going out
right now
His healing power , healing balm of Gilead….
He is healing… not only from childhood but also adulthood… and traumas ,,
Inner man and inner being of your soul
Oil and wine of healing being poured out.
Let Him root out areas of unbelief and unforgiveness…
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He says, I am your healing, your deliverer. Get ready for dreams and supernatural
dream. Look deeper into the dream and vision and dig out and mine out the gold of my
word. I will cause you to look deeper into my spirit realm and you will begin to see keys
that will unlock darkness and treasures and begin to unlock my supernatural realm , for
this is the time of my Holy Spirit,
of a fresh wind and fire of My Holy Spirit, this is the time of my supernatural , but allow
me to heal your heart even of the traumas of this past season so you can truly cross
over and step over into your new identity and into the new I have for you, says your
good heavenly father.
For I do have the very best interest in mind for you don’t you see,
I am going to cause you to see in a new way, to hear and speak in a new way, cause you
to become even all that you have destined and desired to become . no longer holding
back in fear. For I am truly drawing near, and I am even nigh thee even within your
mouth, says your good heavenly father…

Robert
He is releasing greater hearing, better ability .. He is bringing the increase of our
spiritual ears to hear better.
To see better into visions and dreams. Causing our senses to arise to sense his Holy
Spirit to know when he is dealing with our hearts, and to , and for us to pay attention.
He says He has chosen to unveil revelation to those who have come to him and humble
themselves.
His gracious plan to extend the kingdom.
This is a time to reveal himself and his kingdom.

Randy Basket
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I had a vision, I saw a great eagle, it was flying across Alaska and when it flew by me, I
saw on its right wing was a wolf and on the head of the wolf was jewels that set on his
head like head dress, not quite a crown.
Then it kept flying by and made a figure eight and flew by so I could see the other side
of it and on the other side of its left wing I saw was a bear and in the bears eyes they
shined like fire. And then on the eagles back I saw what looked like a lion riding on its
back like a cowboy. And from the eagle’s mouth was a deafening screech as it flew.
Then I heard a voice say “Only those that ears to hear will know what it is saying”

God is speaking to the church, it’s time to wake up , it’s time to stop plying church it’s
time to be the church.

Then I saw this eagle, it would fly real low and scoop up people. I couldn’t see who
were being scooped up nor could I hear them but they weren’t ready to be scooped
up.

